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CCHS takes state speech title;
Overbey selected top student
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TOPS IN STATE — The
Calloway County High School
Speech Team (top photo) and • •
Kellie Overbey (right Photo);
standing with her coach Mark
Etherton, were named tops in
the state at the high school
speech tournament championships. Calloway won the team
title for the third year in a row
while Overbey received the Gifford Blyton Book Award.
Staff photos by Matt Sanders
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By MATTSANDERS
By MATTSANDERS
News Editor
News Editor
Commencement is a spring tradition at Calloway
For the second straight year, the honor of the
County High School. Welcoming home a state
outstanding speech student in Kentucky returns to
champion speech team is becoming another.
Murray High School.
For the third consecutive year and fifth time
Kellie Overbey was named recipient of the Gifunder the leadership- of - Coach Larry England,
ford Blyton Book Award at - the Kentucky High
Calloway captured first place sweepstakes honors
School State Speech Tournament Friday and Saturin the 62nd annual Kentucky High School State
day. The award, instituted in 1981, went to Murray
Speech Tournament Friday and Saturday.
High's Lewis Bossing last year.
In addition to the five varsity crowns, Laker
Julie Dodd, director of the speech tournament,
junior varsity teams also won the state in 1981 and
pointed to Overbey's national championship in
1978.
prose-poetry, her outstanding performance award
Following a brief parade through the city Sunday,
at the 1981 state drama festival and participation in
England and his state champs were greeted at the
the state speech tournament for four yeas as
high school by other team members, parents,
reasons for her selection.
school officials and interested citizens. „
Criteria for the award is based upon students'
"I feel wonderful," England said as he stepped
particjpation in at least two different areas of
off the team bus."This has been one of our toughest
speech for at least two years. Overbey was selected
years. The kids have worked hard because they did
from nominees across the state by the board of
not want to let go of the championship."
directors of the Kentucky HiglPSchool Speech
The coach admitted he had his doubts about a
League.
-third straight title. "I looked at it as a rebuilding
"Kellie is an outstanding student," Principal
year. Seventeen key seniors graduated last year.
W.A.,l'ranklin said. "She has brought honor to
Others stepped in, dedicated themselves, worked
herself, her parents and to Murray High School. It
hard and made it a super year. The rebuilding year
also speaks highly of the speech program at Murray
is over.
High under the director of Mark Etherton."
"It is a pleasure to coach this group. It was a test
The Murray team placed fourth in the state tourto stay on top. Actually, we were the underdogs.
nament with 177 points. Calloway County was first
Harrison County was the toughest competition. We
with 232 points, Harrison County, second, 212; and
had 15 qualify for the finals, six first places,several
Jessamine County, third, 189. MHS students receivseconds and thirds and won 232-212. It was the
ed 27 superior ratings from 31 entries.
_hardestiought, best competition we've been.
,
unusuallorone city behavetwbeEngland added.
in
speech cnac4mark F.Nirton
Superintendent Jack Rose also was full of praise.
said "It speaks well for the city.
"It's been areal positive experience for myself and
"Our group ali a whole performed betterthan any
for the school system. We have the greatest speech - other group at Murray High," he added.
team coached by the greatest speech coach and
Kimberly Oles won first place in dramatic intersupported by the greatest community."
pretation and qualified for the national tournament
He also complimented the middle school program
in San Francisco during the third week of June.
for being a fine "feeder system" to the high school.
Kate Shepard and Mike Childress placed first in
Approximately 1,000 students from 73 high
duo acting. Seconds went to Alison Sears,storytellschools representing 10 different regions competed
ing; and Oles,solo acting.
in the 12-event tourney. Harrison County placed seThird places went to Lisa Mikulcik, poetry intercond with 212 points, Jessamine County was third
pretation; and Bill Bossing, humorous interpretawith 189 points and Murray High was fourth with
tion.
177:
Finalists were Ross Bolin, radio broadcasting;
Of the 12 events,five lead to national competition.
and Bossing and Rick Kupcella, discussion. Erin
Vincent Alton, who placed first in boys extemO'Brien was a semi-finalist in poetry interpretation.
(Continued On Page 2)

Kentucky cities recover following weekend of severe weather
From-Staff,AP Reports
Drivers of large vehicles were
warned to allow for treacherous
blasts of wind as gusts up to 50
miles an hour buffeted Kentucky
Saturday.
The blustery weather followed a
line of storms that moved through
the state Friday night and early

Saturday - _with damaging _ winds
and two reports of tornadoes. .
The winds died down slowly and
were not significant by Sunday.
- The storms struck nearly on the
anniversary of devastating tornadoes that touched down in
several parts of Kentucky on April
3,1974, killing 74 people.

Arts and crafts exhibit
applications accepted
Applications are now being accepted from exhibitors for the 13th
annual Land Between the Lakes
Arts and Crafts Festival, sponsored by Tennessee Valley
Authority and the Murray Art
Guild.
The festival will be June 11 and
20 in the Environmental Education Center at 1.BL.
Invitations have been mailed to
last year's exhibitors. Others may
receive an application by writing
the Murray Art Guild at 103 North
Sixth St. or by calling 753-4059
Tuesday through Friday afternoons -between 1 p.m. and 4. The
guild will screen applications and

windy, cold
Rain and perhaps a few
thunderstorms today. Becoming windy and rather cold.
Highs today in the low to mid
50s. Windy and colder with rain
ending tonight. Lows tonight in
the low to mid 30s. Mostly sunny, windy and unseasonably
cold'Tuesday with highs in the
mid 40s.
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send acceptance notices to those
accepted.
Over 20,000 people are expected
to attend the event. Musical entertainment will be provided both
days, with the Devils Elbow Fiddlers Contest scheduled on Saturday._Demonstrations of your craft
are encouraged. The Festival is
limited to 225 exhibitors. There is
no commission on sales. Only
original works by the exhibitor
will be accepted.
•
The entry fee before May 19 is
$20 per space, with no more than
two exhibitors per space allowed.
After May 19, the fee is $25. There
is an additional fee of $2 per entry
in the Juried Sections, with exhibitors limited to two entries per
section. Work entered in the
Juried Section must be original
and done since Jan. 1, 1980.
Prizes totaling over $1,150 will
be awarded in the Juried Section,
in addition to purchase prizes.
Section I includes twodimensional paintings and drawings in any medium, with Best of
Show/ receiving $150, two second
places of $75 each, two third
places of $50 each and three
honorable mention ribbons. Section II, photography, is a new
category this year, with prizes of
$75 for first place; $50 for second
place and $25 for third place. Section III contains crafts, with a best
of show prize of $150, a second and
third place of $75 and $50 in each of
two categories, Hard and Soft, and
two honorable Mention ribbons in
both categories,.
Other prizes include one ;or the
best booth competition, with one
prize of $50. There also ise banner
competition, which may De
Oared by non-exhibitors bylaz:
ing a total fee of only $5. TheIn-,
ner prises are $75 for first place,
$50 for second and $25 for third
place.
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Hardest lit Friday night was
the Calloway County town of
Hazel, six miles south of Murray
on the Tennessee border.
-Oh boy! It came in sheets,"
said Mayor Bill Hudson, describing the rain and wind storm.
State Police and Hazel Fire
Chief Gene Miller said a small tornado hit the town, though Hudson
said, "I was out at the time the
damage was done and I didn't see
any."
Weather serfrici officials said
there probably would be an aerial
inspection of the damage pattern
early this week to determine
whether it was done by a twister
or heavy winds.
Hudson said there were no injuries and damage in the town was
"not too severe."
The storm leveled a tobacco
barn and a downtown store that

had already been slated for
demolition, and tore the.roof Off a
vacant house, he said.
Power was knocked out for
about three hours, but no injuries
were reported.
"A few around heie got pretty
excited, but overall they stayed
pretty calm," Hudson said. "We
were just lucky,I guess."
Other damages not earlier
reported included Calloway County Middle School, located on College Farm Road, which had a portion of its roof and underlying insulation blown off. According to
assistant superintendent Johnny
Bohannon, the interior of the
building suffered no damages.
Roofers began replacing the roof
Sunday. The incident did not
hinder classes.
Ron,Underwood,superintendent
of the Murray Electric System,

said the system suffered several tucky fared much better than
minor outages and all power was other states.
retored within 40 minutes of going
At least 24 people were killed by
off. He added there was no major tornadoes in Texas, Arkansas and
damage to any equipment.
Missouri, and many others were
A tornado watch for western injured.
portions of the state expired at 3
Weather service offices across
a.m. EST, and the weather ser- the Midwest reported receiving
vice maintained a tornado watch over 50 tornado sightings, infor central and eastern Kentucky cluding 18 in Missouri, 13 in
until 6 a.m.
Arkansas, 10 in Oklahoma and
State police said the other seven in Texas.
report of a tornado came from . Eight years ago Saturday, tornear Sturgis in Union County, but na does hit Brandenburg,
described damage as minimal.
Louisville and Stamping Ground.
Downed trees were reported at Thirty-one persons were killed in
Louisville and Elizabethtown, and Brandenburg, the worst-hit town.
trees and power lines were Tornadoes damaged and
damaged farther to the east in
destroyed hundreds of homes in
Frankfort, Lexington, Richmond
Louisville and killed three people
and McKee as the storms moved there. The death toll in Indiana
through, officials said.
that day in 1974 was 45, and torAlthough it was in the eastward nadoes killed 46 people in Tenpath of the heavy weather, Ken- nessee.
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Tax-related measures await signing by governor
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
small percentage of- the taxrelated measures introduced
before the 1982 General Assembly
actually made it through the
legislative process.
But those - awaiting gubernatorial action include what could
be called the "big three" in terms
of legislativer-debete and atter,tion: the liquor tax, a weightdistance levy for trucks and an
assessment system for
overweight coal trucks.
The liquor tax, to take effect in
June would amount to -9 percent
on sales of distilled spirits, wine
and beer at the wholesale level.
Existing excise taxes would remain in place, as would a 5-per-cent retail by-the-drink levy.
Other retail taxes would be
repealed.
Truckers whose vehicles weigh

more than 60,000 pounds would be
assessed 2.85 cents per mile under
the so-called ton-mile tax. That
money, along with an $18 increase
in the cost of cab cards, would go
to the state's transportation fund
for the construction and repair of
highways.
Those wishing to operate
heavier Ruch would have the Option of avoiding the weightdistance levy under another bill
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. is expected to sign.
Coal trucks were the primary
target of the measure — passed in
the waning hours of the
legislature's final day last week.
Under its provisions, coal
operators could obtain free permits from the state Department of Transportation. They would then
have to , pay four-tenths of 1 percent of the average state coal

price fox every ton they
transported on trucks weighing
more than 82,000 pounds.
That money also would be earmarked 'for highway improvements and repair, but only
far those roads in areas which prodace or are - affected by the
transportation Of natural
resources such as coal.
7he breakdown of the revenue
generated by the overweight program would send the first 21.6
million to the state.
The Department
nsportatim also would receive percent
of the rest of the money raised, but
would have to spend it on statemaintaied resource-recovery
roads.
The remaining 25 percent would
go to the Department of Finance
for distribution to counties which
match the awards on a dollar-for-

dollar basis. Counties then could
use that money on local roads
which are damaged by overweight
trucks.
Beyond the "big three," the
General Assembly approved a
number of other tax measures, ineluding one to- allow Kentucky-r
companiesandproperty owners to
benefit from federal changes in
depreciation claims.
As a result of the change,
however, many taxpayers may
find themselves filing amended
state.returns this summer.
Kentuckians were told to use the
state's existing depreciation
schedule when they began filing
returns in January. Provisions of
the bill signed by Brown last
month are retroactive to Jan. 1,
meaning that some taxpayers
could be due greater refunds than
they have received.

Carrington takes responsibility for Argentina action
members of the ruling Conser- right that! resign."
LONDON ( A P) — British southern naval base at Porton an 8,000-mile,two-week
vative patty, for him and Defense
Foreign - Secretary Lord - CairNott also tendered his resignaington resigned today, taking voyage to-recapture the Falklands Secretary John Nott to leave the
government over w_4&sritics tall- tion but Thatcher refused it, tellresponsibility-for his diplomatic _EhicitArgentina seisedErige,...
_ • Mg titnt hrs- tettershe=needed-thn-id-WVala fa=rids debacle.
faiTure to prevent Argentina's
The resignation, accepted by
"In my view much of the to continue "as our forces prepare
seizure of the Falkland Islands.
Carrington quit only hours after Prime. Minister Margaret That- criticism is unfounded but 1 have for the possibility of armed action.
the aircraft carrier Invincible, cher,followed three days of moun- been responsible for the conduct I have the fullest confidence in
your ability to carry mit the
leading Britain's mightiest fleet ting demands from newspapers of the policy," Carrington said in
his letter of resignation. '1 think it crucial tasks ahead."
since the 1954i Suez crisis, left the and lawmakers, including
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Shore receives award
Michael J. Shore of Murray has
been selected as the first recipient
of the Robert E. Johnson
Memorial Theatre Scholarship at
Murray State University.
Shore, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford J. Shore of Savanna, Ill.,
was announced as the scholarship
recipient at dedication
ceremonies for the Robert E.
Johnson Theatre on the campus
Friday evening.
He was presented the scholarship in memory of Johnson, who
served as a member of the faculty
more than 22 years before his
death in December, 1980, by
Johnson's ..widow, Shirley T.
Johnson.
The dedication program also included remarks by Richard W.
Farrell, retired chairman of the
Department of Music, and Dr.
Constantine W. Curris, university
president, and recordings of the
voices of several former students
pf Johnson.

It was also the first program in
the theatre since a life-sized portrait of Johnson was hung there.
The oil painting was done by artist
Marjorie Hatton of Murray.
Shore, a music education major
with theatre arts and speech
minors, is a senior. His experience
in the theatre on the campus has
included performance, stage
manager, property design, property construction, costume
design, set decoration, stage
make-up, vocal coaching and conducting.
He was awarded an R.E. Award
in 1980 for technical excellence
and another R.E. Award in 1981.
Shore won the Sock and Buskin
Technical Award in 1980-81 and
was the Outstanding Tau Sigma
Chi member that same year.
He is also a member of Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia men's music
fraternity and Alpha Psi Omega
national honorary theatre.

R. E. REMEMBERED —
Richard W. Farrell (top left)
presented "R. E. Remembered"
at dedication ceremonies for the
Robert E. Johnson Theatre at
Murray State University on Friday evening. Shown in the
background are Shirley T.
Johnson and Dr. Constantine W.
Curris, university president. Mrs.
Johnson and Lee Johnson of Columbus (right), widow and brother
of Bob Johnson, look closely at a _
portrait of him painted by Murray
artist Marjorie Hatton which
hangs in the theatre. Mrs. Johnson
presents the first Robert E.
Johnson Memorial Theatre
Scholarship to Michael J. Shore
(left). The scholarship was
established this spring in memory
of Johnson, who served more than
22 years as a member of the faculty at Murray State before his
death in December, 1980.

MSU alumni round-up
to be more informal
Murray State University's at 11:30 a.m. in the University
traditional alumni get-together Center and an open house in the
will have a new and more in- University Center from Ito 3 p.m.
formal look on Saturday evening,
Another departure from past
April 24, with blue jeans and alumni banquets, Herndon
barbecue as prominent themes of pointed out, is that there will be no
the annual Alumni Association after-dinner speaker. Instead,
dinner.
each of three outstanding alumni
Billed as the Alumni Round-Up, to be honored will be allotted time
the 6:30 p.m. ( CST) dinner will be on the program.
Other highlights of the program
in the West Kentucky Livestock
Show and Exposition Center on will include salutes to the classes
College Farm Road, according to of 1982 and 1932, announcement of
Donna Herndon, director of alum- the Distinguished Professor of the
Year for 1982, recognition of 25ni affairs.
year employees and installation of
Barbecue, fried chicken and ap- new Alumni Association officers.
propriate entertainment, inReservations are $5 each for the
etrtnttr5-western music, irtnerAis Club luncheon,rind $4,40
. will be featui e3U1
---oriFetening M1.3.
eaCh -(or 'the dinner. Thëyihuld
Herndon said has been planned to
be made ag-soon as possible, acbe "casual and relaxed."
cording to Mrs. Herndon, but no
Violet Cactus, the later than April 19.
Thoroughbred mascot that circles
Anyone wishing to make reserthe playing field in Stewart
vations for the luncheon or dinner
Stadium after each score by the
may send name and address,
Racer football team, will make an
along with a check for the proper
after-dinner appearance, and
amount made payable to Murray
students in the horsemanship pro- State University Alumni Associagram on the campus will put on a
tion, before the reservation
show.
deadline to:
The alumni recognition dinner
Alumni Affairs Office, Fourth
is the climax for a day of activities
Floor, Sparks Hall, Murray State
that also includes an Emeritus
University, Murray,Ky.,42071.
Club luncheon honoring the
Telephone reservations will also
Golden Anniversary Class of 1932
be accepted at (502) 762-3737.

!Italie crew stru qles against gustiness
WHITE SANDS MISSIL.E
RANGE, N.M. ( AP) — Technicians struggled today against the
high winds that have hampered
their work since Columbia landed
as they tried to mount the space
shuttle atop a Boeing 747 for its
flight to Cape Canaveral, Fla.
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration ground operations
manager Jim Harrington said a
decision would be made later today on whether the coupled aircraft would leave Northrup Strip
this afternoon or wait until dawn
Tuesday.

r

Now you can
get more and still
pay less.

The modified 747 landed Sunday
with no problem on the same gypsum runway where the Columbia
returned to Earth on Tuesday.
The shuttle landing was delayed
one day by strong winds that turn-

ed the stark white desert into a
swirling dustbowl.
Wind has been the enemy
throughout the recovery operation. Work was interrupted Thursday night by winds as strong as

By The Associated Press
Civil rights supporters around
the nation marked the 14th anniversary of the assassination of
the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.
by denouncing the President
Reagan's fiscal policies, appealing to blacks to vote and pleading
for better treatment of Haitians.
"His life and his work shall not
be in vain, and-his dream of
beloved community shall come to
pass," said Coretta Scott King, his
wife, in ceremonies Sunday in
Atlanta.
About 50 people were on hand at
the gravesite at the Martin Luther
King ..1r„ Center for Non-Violent
Social-Change
"We come here in some
measure of sadness, but in greater
of thanksgivmg — -tha
that he lived, but alto thanksgiving that his dream lives on," said
Mayor Andrew Young, one of
King's chief lieutenants.
—
In Memphis, Tenn., nearly a
thousand people heard William
"Bill" Lucy, secretary-treasurer
of the American Federation of
State, Minty and Municipal

Employees say, "Nowhere in the
records of this nation can we find
a president who has taken such action against the well-being of poor
people than Ronald Reagan."
The Rev. C.M. McCollum, who
led a march of 300 people in
Halifax, N.C., said blacks are losing ground politically and
economically because they are not
voting. He said only 8,000 of 18,000
eligible blacks in Halifax County
have registered to vote.
In Washington, D.C., the Rev.
Jesse Jackson, one of King's
disciples, preached to an overflow
crowd of Palm Sunday worshipers, criticizing U.S. treatment
of Haitian refugees. After the service, he led more than 300 marchers to the State Department.
About 100 people turned out in
Chicago to participate in a parade
ThTriiihtbe city's-South Side.
In New Haven, Conn., about
2,500 people turned out in snow
flurries to attend a church service.
In Los Angeles, religious groups
conducted a fast, while
Democrats in Detroit held a fundraising dinner.

•. •
hts supporters
Cvil
i
remember King's death

the ones that delayed the landing,
but progress was rapid after the
storm ended Friday afternoon.
But the winds pickel up again
Sunday afternoon.
Harrington said the shuttle was
to be lifted by two giant cranes
and the 747 rolled under it. Then
the shuttle was to be bolted to the
back of the jet in an operation expected to_take eight to ten hours.

Fire crews
fight fires
The Calloway County FireRescue Squad responded to two
fire calls Saturday night.
According to Chuck Betts of the
squad, a wall behind the fireplace
at the Gene Watson residence,
Lynn Grove, suffered minor
damage from a flue fire early
Saturday night.
Ten men with three trucks
responded to the call.
Late Saturjay night, fire
destroyed an unoccupied wood
frame house .on Penny Road by—
the Marshall County line. -Thehouse was used for storage and
was engulfed and spreading to
nearby„tmes_when squad
members arrived. Owner of the
house is unknown.
Nine men with three trucks
responded. No injuries were
reported in either fire.

SheriWs deputies raid two

-

Calloway County Sheriff's
Department raided two locations
of alleged alcoholic retailers in
dry option territory, according to
a department spokesman.
Bert Williard Jones, 40, Rt. 8,
was arrested Saturday morning
following a lengthy investigation,
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Speech team...
Your Choice

These dressed-up shoes for little boys
or girls, regular $9.99 or $10.99, are
three of the many children's dress
shoe styles now on sale through April
/
2-3.
11. Sizes 81

At Payless ShoeSource, prices are
normally less. And during our Spring
Sole, you'll pay even less than less.

Now pay even less than less.
MURRAY
Contra+ 94:oppng Captor
Open 9am-9pm Dairy 12-6pm Sunday

PADUCAH ------' CAPE GIRARMAU
•

6.9 K Shoprenq Ctr
Open 91rn-9pm Diety 12 6pm Sunday

two miles east of Murray on
Knight Road.
Jones was charged with sale
and possession of alcoholic
beverages for purposes of resale
in local option territory and lodged in the Calloway County Jail.
The department confiscated a

350 North Kings Htijhvgay
Open 9am -9pm Daily

Payless
Shoe
_Source
1982 Volume Shoe Coeborahon
_
_
• 40'

(Continued From Page 1)
poraneous speaking, was the lone national qualifier
for the Lakers. The national tournament will be in
San Francisco during the third week of June.
Other first place finishes include Jenise Boyd,
analysis of public address; Cindy Bazzell, poetry;
Lisa Hale, prose interpretation; Debbie Walker,
solo acting; and Mark Cooper,storytaing.
Kenneth Futrell placed second in boys extemporaneous speaking. Third places went to Allen McClard, analysis of public address; and Boyd, girls
extemporaneous speaking.
Team members qualifying for the semi-finals and
finals but not placing were Bill Pool, Christi Hale,
Trisha Clark, Brenda Conley, Sharon Williams,
Gina Brown and Lori Burkeen.
Other team members were Bill Chaney, Tim
WilliamS, Joey Zinkovich, Teresa Lawrence, Karen
Carraway Ri11..idurray, Alan Miller, Sherri Mills,
Amy Schroader,Chuck Cathey and Todd Harrison.
An acitibly to honor the state champions was
scheduled to have begun at 2:30 p.m. today in Jeffrey Gymnasium. The public was invited to attend.
Calloway's junior high and middle school teams
will compete in the junior varsity state tournament
later this month.

large quantity of alcoholic
beverages, including beer and
whiskey.
Kentucky State Police Det.
Gene Spillman assisted.
Linus Harry Boehmer, 48, Rt. 1
New Concord, was arrested about
I p.m. Saturday by the department. He was charged with sale
and possession of alcoholic
beverages for purposes of resale.
Boehmer was arrested in the
Missing Hills area south of New
Condord and lodged in the county
jail.
Murray Police Department
received this weekend reports of
nine sets of missing hubcaps, according to Det. Charles Peeler.
Hubcaps were alegedly stolen
from automobiles at Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet, Edgar Rose Used Cars, Holiday Inn and Corvette
Lanes bowling alley. Investigation
is continuing.
Peeler said Cynthia Jane Galey,
19, McKenzie, Tenn., was arrested
early Sunday morning and charged with first degree criminal
trespassing, third degree criminal
mischief and public intoxication.
Peeler said Gilley was apparently lost and allegedly in an
excited and disoriented state. According to the detective, Gilley
allegedly heard someone crying
for help on Miller Avenue and
kicked down a door of a house
there.
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Israeli calm
preceding storm?
There may be some significance in the calm
emanating from Israel during recent days at the
very time we have confirmed a stepped-up deployment of long-range guns, rockets, mortars, and
tanks by the Palestinian Liberation Organization
along the southern border of Lebanon. For months
now, the Israelis have been stridently warning the
Arabs and the world at large that PLO violations of
the cease-fire mediated last summer by the United
States constituted a danger that cound not be
tolerated.
Israel's unusual serenity now in the face of an allout Nildup of sophisticated Soviet-supplied armor
recalls other crises — other Middle Eastern wars —
which were preceded by deceptively quiet periods.
And,as in other times, the current threat to Israel is
not theoretical.
A great sword now hangs from Lebanon — 20,000
fanatical PLO guerrillas, a like number of
Lebanese-Arab militia, and 25,000 Syrian troops
plus Syrian planes, tanks, and missiles. What brings the long-smolderingj.kbanese-border problem
to a flash-point is the PLO's mobilization of artillery
and rockets which can blast most of the cities and
towns in northern Israel.
To appreciate fully Israel's anxiety over this
heightening danger, we have but to remember how
a similarly threatening missile buildup in the Caribbean two decades ago provoked a U.S. naval
blockade of Cuba and a showdown with the Soviet
Union that went to the brink of war.
As Israel feared all along, the PLO has violated
the cease-fire arrangement and reinforced its
military positions into a much more serious offensive threat. Unfortunately, there isn't much hope
that peace can be maintained by the 6,000-man
United Nations peacekteping force stationed in
southern Lebanon since 1978, with another 1,000
reinforcements on the way. The U.N. buffer did little to inhibit the escalating border violence before
the cease-fire and has not prevented the current
crisis arising from the PLO's offensive buildup. Nor
can the U.N. force prevent war between the antagonists who will merely leapfrog around it.
Should Israel decide to go after the PLO rockets
and artillery, the operation an'a its consequences
would undoubtedly far exceed the expanded police
action in 1978, when southern Lebanon was invaded
to clean out PLO guerrilla nests that were more of a
nuisance than a national threat. This time around
would be most likely an all-out effort designed to
knock out the PLO for years to cone. And, almost
certainly, was with Syria could not be avoided
because such an e•ctensive operation would inevitably involve Syrian forces now occupying
Lebanon. Should the PLO decide to play with its
new toys, Israel will have no choice but to strike
back. Thus, control over events is a wasting element now on the border between Israel and
Lebanon.
The terrible enigma in any such scenario, of
course, is the Soviet Union. Should the Soviets intervene to prevent destruction of their principal
Middle Eastern allies, the United States would be
catapulted into an international crisis of the first
magnitude. The gathering storm in southern
Lebanon, then, has extremely dangerous implications for the world. That this peril does not seem to
bother the Soviets who precipitate it should bother
everyone else.

looking back
Ten years ago
A revised construction schedule on the new Murray State University football stadium had said the
stadium will be ready for occupancy this fall, according to Dr. Harry M.Sparks, president.
Martha McKinney, Roderick Reed and Debbie
Shinners of Murray High School had been speakers
at meeting of Murray Optimist Club.
Twenty years ago
Jimmy Olila and John Pasco, members of Murray High School Debate Team, had won third place
honors in Kentucky Division of National Forensic
League Tournament at Louisville April 2 and 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Max B. Hurt had accepted position
of community co-chairmen for annual Easter Seal
Sale in Murray and Calloway County.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County High School Festival was planned Ajoril 9 at Lynn Grove High School with all county high schools scheduled to participate in activities.
Helen Hodges and Dorothy Moore had been aecepted for membership by National League of
American Pen Women,Inc.
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Service commission asks for legislation support
The Kentucky Public Service Commission is asking every Kentuckian
who is concerned about rising phone
bills to support proposed federal
legislation that will monitor
dramatic rate increases caused by
the deregulation of much of the
telecommunications industry, according to Public Protection and
Regulation Secretary Tracy Farmer.
The PSC, an agency of the Public
Protection and Regulation Cabinet,
has sent letters to a large number of
the state's newspapers asking for
their support and the support of their
readers. The commission has requested backing of House Resolution
5158, a bill currently before the House
Telecommunications Subcommittee.
"In light of the recent settlement

between the U.S. Justice Department
and American Telephone and
Telegraph, the commission is concerned about equitable increases in
basic telephone rates, which could
jump dramatically unless some protective legislation is enacted," explained Farmer.
The commission says in its letter
that there are two "especially important" provisions in the bill. One insures that state commissions will
play a key role in settling the value of
assets affected by the settlement.
The value of the assets left with any
smaller phone company will have a
direct effect on rates.
The other provision is the creation
of a National Telecommunications
Fund. The fund, for a period of five

years, would assure that basic service rates would not exceed 110 percent of the national average. This is
especially important to rural areas,
where it costs more to provide service than in cities. The fund would
cushion the movement to rates that
fully reflect costs.
"Some people say that the antitrust
,lettlement ( which forces AT&T to
divest itself of operating some of its
smaller companies) makes federal
legislation unnecesary," the commission said in its letter. "This commission takes the opposite view. We
believe that the antitrust settlement
makes federal legislation all the
more necessary, in order to answer
questions left unclear by the settlement, to maintain a strong role for

letter to the editor
To The Editor:
At 7:30 a.m. on Thursday, April 1,
as we drove north on North 18th St.,
we watched a man in a late model
two-tone brown Ford pickup truck
with a sawed off telephone pole and a
tree in the back pass a stopped school
bus (lights flashing, stop sign out).
Apparently he was in too much of a
hurry to reach his destination three
driveways down to bother stopping.
Unfortunately, he has one of the infamous rusty plates on his truck, so
getting his plate number was impossible.
Mister, you know who you are! Will
itAkiitlig needless, wsteftil dea,41
a young child to make you stop for a
stopped school bus? I have a child
who will most likely ride the bus to
kindergarten this fall. People like
you give me nightmares.
A child's life is much more important than saving a few seconds in the
car, especially when your destination
is about 25 feet up the road.
Sincerely,
Darlene Van Dyke
Rt. 7, Box 14
Murray,Ky.42071

Don't,look now,comrade
buttheregoesanother
shi,pment or°sped('1
Farm toolsand tractor
PartsvtoKabul_

agree or not

by s.c. van curon

Latest legislative session defies description
FRANKFORT — This legislative
session defies description or comparison with any other-in recent
memory.
It has been without a carefully
planned or designed program as well
as leadership from the governor's office. With the exception of his budget
bill and a very few other bills, Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. has lived up to his
promise to let the legislators find
their own way.
On top of this the governor introduced his budget bill at a very late
date for a governor's second
legislative SeSsiOn arfdlad spent-little time-or effort apparently in selling his legislative leadership on his
budget package.
In fact, the session was half over
when two important money-raising
ideas were presented and touted as
-important revenue producers.

A transaction tax was proposed as
the foundation for revising the state's
tax system, but it never got as far as
bill form. It was just kicked around
as. an idea, but it came after the
legislature was in.session. Any such
sweeping move should be mentioned
and discussed weeks or even months
before the session begins.
The governor discovered he needed
a new revenue source, and Transportation Commissioner Frank Metts
came up with the truck tax bill that
would levy additional fees and a
mileage tax, but the legislators cut
this in half and later got access to a
memo- froin_the_ Revenue _Commissioner that the tax would raise just
about two thirds of what was claimed
by Metts and that only if it were administered for 100 percent collection.
No one denies that the road fund
needs additional money, but no ac-

heartline
Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Headline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am not really a
senior citizen, but I know that you
can give me the information I need. I
am trying to do my retirement planning, and with the way Social Security
is constantly being changed, I want
to h.ve an alternative. I understand
that ere have been some new laws
;once ing how much a person can
put into an Individual Retirement Account( A) each year. Can you give
me what information you have? W.T.
ANSWER: Yes. $2,000 can go into
your IRA each year if you are single;
$4,000 for a married couple if both
work; and $2,250 if you are married
but only one person is working. If you
have a Keogh plan, you can also have
an IRA.
HEARTLINE: I am a widow, age
60, and recently the company I worked for has closed down. The only income I am able to obtain will be temporary unemployment benefits.
Would I be entitled to collect early
retirement benefits under Social
Security or am I entitled to a widow's
pension under Social Security since
my husband died in 1959 and I have
never remarried? C.I.

ANSWER: You will not be eligible
for early retirement benefits on your
own account until you reach age 62.
However, you are now eligible for
widow's benefits from your deceased
husband's account since you are over
age 60 and have not remarried. If you
decide that you want to apply for the
widow's benefits, you will need the
following items with you when you go
to the Social Security office to apply
— your Social Security number, your
deceased husband's Social Security
number,_ a copy of your marriage
license, a copy of his death certificate and proof of your age.
Also, if you are still receiving
unemployment benefits when your
widow's benefit starts, you will probably experience an offset in your
benefits equal to the amount of the
unemployment benefits you receive.
However, when the unemployment
benefits terminate, the full amount of
your widow's benefits will be
restored.
HEARTLINE: A friend of mine
told me that some years ago, she
noticed in your column that you have
a pen pal club exclusively for senior
citizens. Does the club still exist? If
so, how do I get information on how to
join it? S.Y.
ANSWER: Yes, our Pen Pal Club
is still-going strong. For full information and an enrollment card, send a
long, self-addressed and stamped
envelope to Heartline's American 60
Club, 114 East Dayton St., West A fez-.
andria, OH 45381

The governor got his dander up a
ceptable plan came from the adbit last week when the legislature
ministration and the legislators finalchallenged the governor's
ly came up with one of their own, inreorganization powers between sescorporating some new taxes on
sions. He strongly opposes a bill that
trucks and other fees, but won't raise
would require legislative approval
the money Metts claims is needed.
for reorganization between sessions.
Again, it's a failure of planning.
A compromise was reached that
While the fair trade law on whiskey
the bill v, ould not become effective
is being repealed, the tax is being
until January 1, 1984. The comshifted from the retail to the
promise assures the governor that
wholesale level at an increased rate
legislation approval past governmenwith the sales pitch that it will be
tal reorganization bills still pending
more efficient.
last week would get passage without
The governor claimed it would tax
the .whiskey and beer being sold_ crippling amendments reducing his
through bootleggers in dry territory, powers. It will be tested in court in a
in the state. There are only about 22 friendly suit.
If there is an administration
counties wet or partially wet out of
11,.
\package of bills, few legislators know
the 1e20
about it, including the leadership.
that idea is mostly window
Apparently various division heads
dressing for the dry forces in Kenhad their own bills and handled them
tucky because bootleggers don't get
individually instead of making it a
their supplies from wholesalers.
total administration package backed
Bootleggers buy from the retailers. It
by the power of the governor's office.
would be too great a risk for
Seasoned legislators will tell you
wholesalers to sell any retailer
privately that this session has been a
without licensed established
legislative boat without a rudder.
business;- The penalty is
Legislators are and have been a flock
severe.. fine, suspension or revocawithout a leader despite the govertion of license.
nor's threat last week that "they'd
The governor did support passage
better settle down and recognize
of the multi-banking bill but he has
what party they, the leadership,
showed his hand on very little legislarepresent and what their leadership
tion. In fact he said recently that
role is, or we're going to have some
there weren't more than a half dozen
problems."
or so bills that he was interested in
He was right about the latter
seeing passed.
phrase. There are some problems."
Apparently he took no position on
Don't bet the family farm that a
passage of a bill to tax coal in place,special session is not needed before
but apparently approved some little
1984 rolls around.
change in the severance tax laws.

today in history
Today is Monday, April 5, the 95th
day of 1982. There are 270 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On April 5, 1975, Nationalist
China's President, Chiang Ka i-Shek,
died at the age of$9.
On this date:
In 1939, all German children between the ages of 10 and 13 were
ordered to serve in the Hitler Youth
Organization.
In 1958, Fidel Castro began what he
called his "total war" against the
Batista government in Cuba.
In 1969, a four-man British expedition reached the North Pole after a
14-month, 13-hundred-mile trek by
dog sled.
And in ;980, Iraa's Prrml*nt
Abolhassan Bani-Sadr called on the
Egyptians to overthrow President
Anwar Sadat for granting asylum to
the deposed Shah of Iran.

tr,•
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state public service commissions,
and to assure that the needs of those
whose principal concern is basic
telephone service at affordable
prices are not ignored in the rush to
deregulate much of the telecommunications industry and develop
ever greater telecommunications
technology."
The commission points out that the
Telecommunications Subcommittee
will vote on H.R. 5158 in March, the
full Energy and Commerce Committee in April, and the full House later
this year.
"Every Kentuckian has a stake in
the outcome of the AT&T settlement
and the proposed legislation," the
commission said. If you share concerns about phone costs, then contact
your congressman."
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Anniversary event to be on Saturday

datebook
Film series scheduled
A film series entitled "Whatever Happened to the
Human Race?" will be shown at University Center
Tuesday and Wednesday. The five one-hour film
series, written and conducted by Dr. Francis
Schaeffer and Dr. Everett Koop, now serving, as
surgeon general of United States, presents the problems of abortion, infanticide and euthanasia.
The first three films will be shown Tuesday at 7
p.m. in University Center Theater, and the last two
films will be Wednesday at 7 p.m. in University
Center Ballroom. Sponsored by His House, there
will be no admission and the public is invited.

Feezor serving with Army
Pfc. Michael D. Feezor, son of Joe Feezor, Rt. 1,
Hazel, is now serving at Fort Riley, Kan. Feezor, an
assistant gunner with the First Battalion, 18th Infantry, was previously assigned in Illesheim, West

Miirray Ledger & Times

Mr. and Mrs. Nosie
Johnson, 503 South Second St., will celebrate
their golden wedding anniversary on Saturday.
A reception will be
hosted by their children
and grandchildren from 4
to 7 p.m. in the Community Room of North Branch
of Peoples Bank.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson
are members of St.
John's Baptist Church.
They were married
March 26, 1932, by the
late E. L. Bowden in his
home at Paris,Tenn.
Mrs. Johnson, the
former Adell Cowan, is
the daughter of the late
Rev. Lewis Wetsel Cowan
and Peola Stacker Cowan
of Henry County, Tenn.
Mr. Johnson is the son of
the late Woodson Johnson
and Pearl Futrel Johnson
of Murray.
Their children are
Perry T. Johnson of Murray, Marjorie Anthony of
Yellow Springs, Ohio,and
Dorotha Stubblefield of
Toledo, Ohio. They have
seven grandchildren.

Germany. His wife, Sherry, is the daughter of Don
and Margaret Thacker of Wingo.

Guild will have luncheon
Women's Guild of St. Leo's Catholic Church will
have its annual spring luncheon at noon Tuesday,
April 16, in Parish Center, North 12th and Payne
Streets. Donation for salad luncheon which will include dessert, beverage, table prizes and entertainment will be $3 and can be purchased at door. A
nursery will be provided for pre-schoolers.
Billie Hall is guild president and Helene Janusz is
ticket chairman. For informaton contact Sallie
Gay, 436-2511, Julie Janecek, 753-7660, Eleanor
Cavanaugh, 753-4039, Gert Perz, 436-2597, Simone
Taylor, 436-2289, or Mary Gertzen, 753-4019. Other
hostesses include Marge Garland, Eleanor
D'Angelo, Clare Resig, Henri Montgomery, Dolores
Zinkovich, Val Kubin, Fran Hudson, Lorrane Maggard, Frances Ross, Margaret Hicks, Marcella
Rung and Marlene Koehl.

Becky Bowermaster will present senior recital
Becky Bowermaster of
A soprano, Ms. BowerDanville, Ill., a student at master will sing works by
Murray State University, Mozart, Schumann, Jean
will present her senior Berger, Perti, Manzi and
voice recital at 8 p.m. Caldara. She will be acThursday in Farrell companied by Karen
Recital Hall of Price Thackrey of Carmi,Ill.
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The recital by Ms.

Bowermaster, who is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William L. Jones of 1115
Sherman in Danville, is in
partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the
bachelor of music education degree.

She has been active on
the campus as president
of Sigma Alpha Iota
women's music fraternity and as a member of
Omicron Delta Kappa
leadership society.
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Murray Woman's Club elects 1982-83 officers
Oneida Boyd was
elected president of Murray Woman's Club for
1982-83 club year at
general meeting March
20 at club house. She has
served as chairman of
Theta Department, and
as second vice president
and first vice president of
the generalclub.
4st vice
F1ecred-7

president was Ann
Brooks who has served as
chairman of Creative
Arts Department and as
general second vice
president.
. Ginny Crihfield was
elected as second vice
president. She also has
served as chairman of
creative Arts Depart-

ment.
Elected as recording
secretary was Evelyn
Wallis, a member of
Creative Arts Department. Dorothy McKenzie,
a member of Alpha and
Creative Arts Departments, will continue as
corresponding secretary.
Billie Hall will continue
as treasurer. She is a

P.N. Hirsch & Co.

member of Garden
Department.
Retiring officers are
Cecelia Brock, president,
and Frances Galloway,
recording secretary, who
have served for two
years.

Mr.and Mrs. Noxle Johnson

Nursing chairman named by league

Dr. Martha Erwin,
She will be involved in
chairman of the Depart- on-site evaluation of both
ment of Nursing at Mur- baccalaureate and higher
ray State University, has degree programs in nursbeen selected as an ing for the National
The officers will be in- accreditation-site visitor League for Nursing,
stalled at next general of the National League which is the official acfor Nursing.
MPPtind on Maul
crediting body of nursing
1.11111.111111.1.111111.11.11111.19
'111
SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE MU SAT. APRIL 10
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GRAND OPENING

Fashion values
•
MI

Ladies'

TWO PIECE
JACKET DRESSES
Crisp, Cool Fashions

Come loll .n love ...re our fermi; fr•sh
sunbod.
button iron, `. sleeve and sleeveless
dresses
4•00,+nth a cOnnosl.ng bolero short sleeve
or
long **eve 'adopt Sped colors
st..pes pr.nrs
P*Isifir isid_polyester rayon blends

Easter Dresses
3 Styles
Pink & Aqua
Sizes 4-6X, 7-14

The Movie Store

programs in the United
States.
Dr. Erwin will travel to
the organization's New
York City headquarters
in May for a two-day
orientation session concerning the role of the site

Groom says
wedding vows

"Eyeryope had been
•_asking
• world heuscouldhowbe inthe the
of-

IS

.1)%on Ave.
III
Paris. TN 382 12
III
WI-4;11-1003
III Now you can select your own home movies from
our selection of over 250 VHS titles. Some movies II
availahle in BETA. New and classic movies for III
rent on video tape.
1111
32 1-1

III

ficiating minister and the
bridegroom, too," said
Shirley Richland, the
bride. "We told them to
come and see."

The couple was married March 30 in the
recreation room of an
Also blank tapes. storage albums, head cleaner,
1 apartment complex.
tapes, covers, and other VCR supplies.
Wright, a retired Free
A cepy of this ad is worth $10.00 off your
Methodist minister, performed the ceremony like
membership fee for the next 30 days!
the seasoned vow-maker
he is, reciting from
II memory and never missing a word. He simply in901-644-1003
•
serted a few "I's" and
Far
RPorisfer
1,••••kir
Prim.
—
n.
IIII "us's" in place of the
•MOM 111.1...11111111.11111.1.111 "you's" and "them's".
111

•
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_

Ladies 2-Piece
Nautical Look

SIZES
3-13,
10 18

Short
ayLes Sets
$966

The Osborn Family

LOST 217
POUNDS
AT
DIET
CENTER!

DIETERS AGREE ...
Osw 2 million men 'women and children hems lost
weight end May* 144,1
.100 how to keep it off at Chet Center
Our Cerldred counselors hays the anowledge and the
honest desire to help you get slim and stay that way,

Doctors all across Ilse United States and Canada are
referring their overwingfit patients to OW Center Our
program Meets or exceeds the US RDA's and adheres to
the 7 U S Dwtary Guidelines

Dress
Shirts
is- as9.17
66

ts6

Min's Sifted

Iltaa's

Casual
Slacks

No-Iron
Sport Shirts

50% Fortrel Polyester
50% Cotton
Reg. $16.99
Sizes 29-42

Western & Regular Styles
Reg $8.99 - S-M -L-XL

YOU'LL AGREE...

Dr. Martha Erwin
ensure that nursing programs across the country
meet standards of excellence in organization
and administration, curriculum, faculty,
students, and resources
and facilities.
Mrs. Erwin joined the
faculty at Murray State
-in 1970 and became chairman of the department in
1980.

Brown's son
featured
at festival

'DIET
CENTER®

Wedge Heel
Slip7Ons

Men's Short Sleeve

visitor and the policies,
process and procedures
of accreditation.
The National League
for Nursing has been accrediting nursing programs since 1954. The accreditation process is to

AUBURN, Wash. (AP)
— When the Rev. Lloyd
E. Wright decided to get
married, he knew just the
man to perform the
ceremony: himself.

Sago

NO FINANCE CHARGE FOR
OUR LAYAWAY PLAN!

•

Silent Rage
Chuck Norris

You vnll Ice* weight psockly, safely and naturally
without hunger nersOusnese or to., ot entwgy And
through our con.prialsenswe nulnion education and
beton°, modification program you'll learn how to keep
It off'

YOU CAN DO IT TOO!
Lose 17 to 25 pounds in lust 6 weeks! And well teach
you how to keep it off, for good!

Opens Thur.

FREE SHOW

WASHINGTON (API —
The young son of Gov.
and Mrs. John Y. Brown
Jr. has made his stage
debut, taking part in an
"Oh! Kentucky" fashion
show that was part of the
National Cherry Blossom
Festival in the nation's
capital.
Lincoln Tyler George
Brown, who will be 2 in
June, modeled yougster's
wear at the show presided over by his mother,
former Miss America
Phyllis George Brown.
Some 1,200 people paid
$25 a plate to attend
Wednesday's fashion and
craft show. The Kentucky
motif was selected
because of the success of
Mrs. Brown's "Oh! Kentucky" craft and boutique
shops in the Washington
area.
In addition to fashions,
described by Mrs. Brown
as "Kentucky
wearables," the show
also included a film pro- •
moting Kentucky arts.
and crafts.

•

As much as 1,251
gallons of water
evaporate from an oak
tree's leaves in a single
day.
.
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Coming community events listed
Hawley,April6
Tuesday,AprilI.
"Roast' of Dr. Conat 10 a.m. at
meet
stantine W. Curris by
Sizzlin
Western
Sigma Chi Fraternity of
Murray State University Steakhouse.
•
will be at Jaycee Civic
New Providence
Center. For reservations
Homemakers
Club will
call 753-9059.
meet at home of Patsy
kfurrax-Calloway Pittman.
—
—
County Camera Club and
Group II of First ChrisParis, Tenn., Camerj.
Church CWF will
Club will have a j t tian
meet at 2 p.m. at home of
meeting at 6:30 p.m. at
Uldine Evans.
DeVanti's, Murray.

Tuesday,April
Free blood presisure
Kappa Department of
checks will be given from Murray
Woman's Club
noon to 2 p.m. at Seventh- will
meet at 7 p.m. at club
day Adventist Church.
house's
--Pre-school registration
Delta Department of
for kindergarten and first Murray
Woman's Club
gracle will be in Media will
meet at 7 p.m. at club,
Center at Robeptson house.
School from 8 a.m. to 2:30
p.m.
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet
Senior Citizens centers at 10 a.m.
with executive
will be open as follows: board to meet at
9 a.m.
Dexter at 9:30 a.m.;
Parents and interested Hazel and Douglas from and coffee to be served at
Persons of Multi-Age 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis 9:30 a.m. at church.
Nursery School Program from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Mothers' Morning Out
will meet at 7 p.m. at
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Early Childhood Center,
Faculty Recital by Ray United Methodist Church.
North 16th Street.
Smith, bassoon, and
Bea Walker Group of
Marie Taylor, piano, will
Murray Preschool Co- be at 8 p.m. in Farrell First Baptist Church
op will have an -open Recital ,Hall, Fine Arts Women will meet at 7:30
house at 7 p.m. in Early Center, Murray State p.m. at home of Mary
Childhood Center, North University.
Robinson.
16th Street, Murray State
campus.

Poplar Sprint Baptist
Church Young Women
will meet with Diane
Rose at 7 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Chapter M of P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will meet at
7:30 p.m. at home of Mrs.
Olga Freeman.

Tuesday, April6
First Baptist Church
WMU will meet at 9:30
a.m.at church chapel.
Murray Band Boosters
will meet at 7:30 p,m. in
band room at Murray
High School.
Wednesday,April 7
South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at home
of Hilda Orr.
Returning Students
United will meet at 7:45
a.m. at Ordway Hall,
Murray State University.
Make Today Count will
meet at 1:30 p.m. in
classroom at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.

MELVIN HENLEY,center,former mayor of Murray, a former Civitan, was
reinstated in the Murray Civitan Club at Thursday meeting. J. H. Nix, right,
sponsored Henley who was president of Murray Club in 1969-70. At left is Wayne
Williams, governor-elect of Kentucky Civitans.

Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center.

Coldwater United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m.
Groups of Firstalaptist
Church Women will meet
as follows: Lottie Moon
with Mrs. Henry Warren
at 7 p.m. and Kathleen
Jones with Leone Travis
at 7:15p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m.at lodge hall.
-Tuesday. April6
Countryside
Homemakers Club will'

•

Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of Rainbow for
Girls-will meet at 7 p.m. •
at lodge hall.

Pre
Easter

Discounts Of Up To

Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. in
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center. ----Dorothy Group of First
Baptist—ehurch Women
will meet at 10:30 a.m.
with Billie Ray as
hostess.

50%(?tfofrewide
And Other Prizes, Too.

Sale Thurs.-Sat.
April 8-10

Savings
Up To ----.--

Laura Anne Seors
wins second place
Laura Anne Sears was Federation of Women's
nithied as second _place Clubs. This event was
Wij r in clo • at con- March 27 at Marshall
County High School.
Miss Sears, a senior at
Murray- High School,
represented the Murray
Woman's „Club. The
garments were judged on
construction, pressing,
modeling and suitability.
The daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Gilbert Sears,
she is an officer of Murray High School Chapter
of Future Homemakers
of America. Her advisor
is Mrs. A. B. Crass.
She plans to attend
_Western Kentucky
Laura Anne Sears
University where she will
test at meeting of First be studying merchandisDistrict of Kentucky ing.

Ice cream care

••••
;

KANSAS CITY, Mo.
(AP) — Ice cream kept in
home freezers sometimes
gets ice crystals. But ice
cream sold from store
freezers seldom seems to
have crystals.
That is because the optimum level for storing
ice cream is 15-20 degrees
Fahrenheit "below"zero.
Home freezers maintain
temperatures down to only 10 degrees "below"
zero, explajns Shirley
Franklin of Sealright, a
dairy and ice cream
packager.
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Blouses, Tops,Pants
Coordinated Sportswear,
jJ Skirts, Spring Sweaters,
2 Piece Suits, Raincoats
All China, Crystal, Silverware
and Stainless
Check Us First For Your Wedding Gifts
• fil

The Blackford House Gallery
418 Main

Baskets

°A

Murray

Cherris

.•

•

THE

-

DOWNTOWN
CHESTNUT

JOE SMITH CARPET CENTER

OFF

Save Now On Our
Entire Vast Collection
Hours:
9-6 M-Th
9-8 Fri.
9-5 Sat.

'

World •Coronet *Cabin Craft
Queens *Columbus *Salem
Bel Air
Center
Murray

The Paducah
ogwood Trail Celebration
SpoptfOred by Paducah Chic Beautification Board
The Lighted Dogwood Trail will officially open on Friday night,
April 9th, 1982. The ceremonies will be held at City Hall, 5th and.
ri Washington, at 6:30 p.m. and will include a welcome by the Mayor of
Paducah, Dixieland jazz music by the "Dukes of Paducah-.
refreshments hosted by the Civic Beautification Board and a bus tour
of the 12 mile lighted Dogwood Trail. Hostesses from the Civic
Beautification Board wilt be aboard each bus for commentary on the
Trail. All of this is FREE to the public!
The trail will be lighted eai:h night April 9-16 from 7 to 10 P.M. For
those who wish to go in their own car on another night, the trail begins
at Oak Grove Cemetery at the gravesite of Irvin S. Cobb and is marked
by signs placed at frequent intervals along the route.
EVENTS SCHEDULED AS PART OF THE DOGWOOD CELEBRATION
Paducah Art Guild Cast Iron Architecture Exhibit
All Month
Market House Museum Paddlewheel Boat-Exhibit
All Month
Guided Walking Tours of Paducah
All Month
The Paducah Rugby Dogwood Festival Challenge Match
April 10
Paducah Public Library Puppet Show
April 15
Paducah Woman's Club Art Show
April 18-25
McCracken County-Homemakers Bazaar in Civ;ic Plaza
April 23
Market House Theatre,"Little Foxes"
April 22,23,24.25
by Lillian Hellman 4
April29,31t May 1
Lowertown Candlelight Home Tours
April 23,24
Another Shade of Blue, Part XI,'
Paducah Tilghman Choral Dept.
April 23,24,25
"Natchez--Riverboat Cruise, aftrnoon and evening
April 25
PCC,..'.:Sbortse"..b y-'Atom
z1 1 asvitie
A kr4I
For Wm In Formation contact:
THE PADUCAH %CR ACK EN COUNTY
TOURIST A CONVENTION COMMISSIO
P.O. Box 90-417 WashingtonPaducah, Kentucky 42001
Phone (5021 443-1711

Quality Inlaid & Linoleum By:
•Congoleum •Armstrong
•Monnington •Biscayne.

Joe Smith
Carpet Center
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Michael Shelton represents local dairymen at annual meeting
Michael Shelton, Murray, represented local
dairymen at the 13th annual meeting of
Associated Milk Producers, Inc. (AMP!) in
Milwaukee, where 1,200
electecrofficials of the nation 's largest dairy
cooperative are considering new "self-help" programs to market the
growing supply of milk

11.

and dairy products in the
U.S.
AMPI is made up of
33,000 dairy farm
families in 20 states.
Owned and operated by
its members, the
cooperative markets
fluid milk to dairy processors and manufacturers from Canada to the
Mexican border. The AMPI annual meeting began

v
;
vir

St.

Thursday, March 26, with
three Regional meetings
and will continue on Friday and Saturday, March
27 and 28, with the corporate delegate sessions.
A total of 2,500 people, including officers, board
representatives,
delegates, members anc
guests are attending.
One-third of AMPI's
total production, or 5.2

This message is primarily
for those of you...who have
and want beautiful lawns and
vegetable gardens.
We have a complete line of
seed - bulk and packaged,
which you have been accustomed, for 36 years.

We also have plants.
For Garden - complete line of Ortho and
Unico spray for insects and diseases. We have
proper sprayers and fertilizers.
Home Orchard - Trees, Stark Bros. Fruit
Trees to replace or add to yours. Complete
line of orchard sprays for your needs around
hoine. Proper lawn seeds and correctferfffizeis and spraylo keep a-beautiful lawn.
Sprays to get rid of dandelions, wild onions
- such as Ortho chemical weed bar, fleas and
other insects. We also have chemicals to kill
termites.
For all your chemical needs, fertilizer and
farm supplies see Southern States. This
message is from management, staff and your
cooperative.

Bulk Garden Seed
Over 120 Varities

"This year's Seed
At Last Year's Prices"

Garden Fertilizer
$500
50 Lb. Bag

•Bag Lime *Wheat Straw
•Plants-Cabbage, Onions,
Peppers, Broccoli, Cauliflower,
Tomatoes,Strawberries, Flowers
•Precision Seeders
•Fruit Tree Supplies
*Seed PotatoesCobbler, Kennebec,
Red Pontiac

Murray, Ky.

Calloway County's Complete Farm Supply Store

Hwy.94E. 753-7862 Murray, Ky.

Alumnus O'Nan gives gift
to Agriculture Department
A gift of a three- crossbreed herd for the
quarters Simmental university farm operaheifer valued at $1,000 tion.
He explained that she
has been made to the
Department of will be bred to a SimmenApriculture at Murray tal bull to raise at least
State University by alum- two bulls for beef herd
nus Dana O'Nan of Circle sires. The plan, according to Long, is to
0 Farms in Sturgis.
Dr. James Long, chair- develop a herd of
man of the department, Hereford and Brangus
said the breeding-age crossbreed cows.
heifer will be used as part. "We are grateful to Mr.
of the foundation for O'Nan for this gift," he
developing a superior said. "Such a generous
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Bulk Garden
R 21% DogSedx Food

We apply the dry bulk fertililarisleiotiour choice — impregnstia
with Sutan+ or Eradicane•larbicide — to speed spring work for you.
For broad-spectrum grass and broadleaf weed control in corn,we'll mix field-proven Sutsui+ with
atrazine or Bladex in your dry fertilizer.

Reg. $6.99

For control of the toughest weeds in corn, such as
heavy infestations ofjohnsongrass, quackgrass,
nutgrass and velvetleaf, we'll mix field-proven
Eradicane or Eradicane with atrazine or Bladex in
your dry fertilizer.

Now

2

il

%ENO WA $13110 +

50 Lb. Bag

N.IC51
•
30501‘
pesisred IN dr U.& Par*

Sedrerit 0111as

Hardin
Grain Elevator
Hardin, Ky.

$ goo

$10"

753-5378
indiltfrial Rd.

437-4102
(

Doing It Again
STEWART SX 77
The Surest Money
Hybrid for Ky. farmers
Year after year
top yields — top profits
STEWART HYBRIDS SX 77

Seed Corn

Two great back up hybrids

Buchanan Feed
—

Clasiallalsaaa1 maple vibe welt N
new
!
.ciskVatiNfice Ma_
P.O.Box 550
Outpost Office In Murray
347400
Every Tuesday At The
PCA Office Hwy.641 N. 75346011

for

HighProteinPorina

Try our complete weed and feed sanice. Stop by
or call us today.
Moo tal.u

Bank

For Garden
5 Lb.
Seven
Dust
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Is land Improvement
a part of your plan?
Bring your ideas to the long-term ag
credit specialists.

sim.•.1Atuissor..7-=.
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"As less price stabilization is undertaken by the
Federal government, all
cooperatives will become
more important to their
members," Jones sagke
"It may be the only way

BANQUET — The 22nd Annual Calloway County Young and Adult Farmer
Class Banquet was held at the Calloway County High School Cafeteria last Monday night. Some 160 classmembers, wives and guests were treated to the enjoyable evening by Ellis Popcorn Company and Hutson's Ag Service. Pictured
above (center)is Alpha Trivette, Director of Public Relations with the Kentucky
Association of Electric Cooperatives. Alpha delivered a very enjoyable and encouraging presentation to the group. Herman K.Ellis (left) and Dan Hutson II
are pictured with Mr. Trivette following the meeting. The Young and Adult
Farmer Program is conducted at the Murray Vocational Center by Mr. Johnnie
Stockdale, Vocational Agriculture Instructor.

_ _Alin
MED

Retiring Southern
Region Board President,
D. C. Jones, Los Lunas,
New Mexico, attributed
the Southern Region's
success to an operating
philosophy that commands respect in the
market place by servicing consumer needs. In
addition, AMPI helps its
member obtain the
greatest return on their
investment by operating
on a zero net margin,
returning income to
members as it is earned,
rather that accumulating
net margin to be
distributed at the end of
the fiscal year.

to obtain a price for their
product which will provide them with an adequate income," he said.
Lee Wolf, Gaineville,
Texas, was elected to succeed Jones as Southern
Region Board President.
Wolf operates a 1500 acre
dairy farm in Cooke
County and manages a
200 cow herd. He has
served on the AMPI
Southern Region Board
for several years and is a
member of the organizations' corporate board.
The new Southern
Region Board elected to
serve with Wolf are: Bill
Thornton, Carlisle,
Arkansas — First Vice
President; Martin Thedford, Tyler, Texas — Second Vice President;
Norman Barker, Pratt,
Kansas — Secretary;
Louis Hinders, Canyon,
Texas — Treasurer and
members Lyndon Wahl,
President of the
Oklahoma Division and
T. C. Mauney, President
of the Mid-South Division.

Spring
intoActio

Harrell's Farm &
Home Supply

—

cond only to California,
where awareness was 49
percent," Wise noted.
"The Seal was introduced
there in 1976."

NO-TILL SOYBEANS — Gus Robertson, Jr., a
cooperator with the local conservation district, is
shown observing his no-till soybeans during planting season. Last year he planted over 800 acres of
no-till soybeans and averaged over 40 bushels per
acre. Mr. Robertson has been planting no-till soybeans after wheat for erosion control for approximately 10 years.

753-1423
Industrial Rd.

delegates, E. L. (Jiggs) balance was processed
Wise, southern region into butter, dry milk
manager, Arlington, powder and cheese,
Texas, reported that primarily in AMPI owned
membership was up one plants.
During 1981, AM P1/percent in 1981, compared to 1980. Production Southern Region
was up 200 million pounds members invested nearly
during the same period, a five million dollars in an
four percent increase. advertising and promoEighty-one percent of this tion program to expand
supply was sold to Grade the domestic market for
A milk processors and the milk and dairy products.
This "self help" program
included the introduction'
of "REAL" Seal, a
registered trademark
that assures consumers
they are buying real
dairy products. The Seal
alb
is a stylized drop of milk
surrounding the word
"REAL". It appears on
cartons containing products that meet Federal
standards of identity.
A survey conducted in
November, 1981, indicated that 41 percent of
the consumers in the
Southern Region were
familiar with the Seal
nine months after it was
introduced. "This is se-

4

Call 753-0182
For Bulk Fertilizer
Southern
States

billion pounds, was produced by the 5,000
dairymen in 11 South Central states that make up
the cooperative's
Southern Region. This is
approximately four percent of the U.S. milk supply. AMPI/Southern
Region 1981 sales
amounted to $920 million.
In his report to AMPI/Southern Region

PURINA
CHOWS

6973

6573
ones
exciting
new
Two
coming down the pike

7381
7700
See your Stewart Dealer now.
He's got a great early season
order program.

gesture makes us realize
once again that the true
strength of a university is
reflected in the support of
its alumni."
Development of the
crossbred herd is one
phase of an effort to
demonstrate for both
area producers and
students the latest techniques in forage and beef
management, Long added.
O'Nan earned the B.S.
degree in 1976 and the
M.S. degree in 1979 at
Murray State. His father,
Ed O'Nan of Sturgis, is
chairman of the
Agriculture Advisory
Beard at Murray State.

Weekend
Freedom
Machines .

8,11- andleAW
Jain Deere
Lawn Tractors
Handle your mowing and

bagging chores in one
operation with a John
Deere lawn tractor.
Choose the 8-hp 108 with
30-inch mower; the 11-hp
111 or 111H hydrostatic
with 38-inch mower, or
the 16-hp 116 with 38- or
46-inch mower All have

color-coded controls and
adjustable padded seat.
Options include
61
/
2-bushel bagger, front
blade, and snow thrower
See us soon tor
a lest drive.

We Wort Sorties I,
Parts After Tlis Sal,

LAMM NOM

Special Introductory
Offer $48 shag
See or Colt Clifton McCollon

435-4472

4_S Mow

133 5304
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Patients listed
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Cassandra L. Cothron,
Adults 147
Rt. 1, Paris, Tenn., Willie
Nursery 7
4-3-A
Mae Bazzell, 907
"Modern
diplomats
NORTH
03-26-824
•A 9
approach
every
problem
Waldrop,
Conley
Louise
Newborn Admissions
•KQI3
Eyvonne Brandon and Paschall, Rt. 1, Farm- with an open mouth." •9 4 2
J.
Goldberg.
Arthur
ington, Ben Humphreys,
•6 4 3 2
Baby Girl, Rt. 4.
EAST
Maureen Elwell and 1606 Hermitage.
WEST
•Q 8 7 4
Bonnie F. Clem, Rt. 8,
•J 6 3
Baby Girl, 805 North 19th
90 7 6 5 2
W9 4
Benton, Jimmy L.
St.
•KJ1011
•Q 6 3
Rt.
1,
Wingo,
Tucker,
Norma Capps and Baby
dth 7
•K Q J 9 5
needs
tight
lips
Declarer
Tommy W. Kilgore, Rt. 1,
Girl, Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.
SOU'Til
an
open
mind
to
land
and
Alin°, Coy K. Mathis, Rt. today's sketchy game. With
•K 1052
Dismissals
•A J 10
1,
Farmington, Elizabeth no chance to develop a trick
Mary A. Boggess and
•A 7 5
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Lynn Taylor, Rt. 3, Mayfield, in his longest broken suit, he
464.108
Rt.
Wheely,r,
Shannon
L.
must look upon other sourcGrove, Nancy F. Canter,
es to reach success.
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
Rt. 1, Sedalia, Owen 6, Mayfield.
South's final bid is pushy South. The bidding:
Ruby Willodean BranAllan Lovett, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., Gladys don, Rt. 3, Benton, with three aces and three Souk West North East
his playing potential 1 NT Pass
Pass
M. Partee, 1003 Vine St., Carolanne Wedhorn, Rt. tens,
may well be worth more 2•
2 NT
Pus
Pass
June
E.
Hobbs,
2,
Hardin,
Donald I. Reed,508 Lynnpoint
count
of
Pass
Pass
Pass
3 NT
505 South Sixth St., Wan- than the raw
wood Ct.
16.
Thorn,
Rt.
8,
Lute
G.
da
Robert R. Dicus, Rt. 4,
Opening lead: Club king
West leads the club king
Huntingdon, Tenn., Terry Jean Farmer, 106 South which is refused and declarL. Braboy, No. 71 College 14th St., Chester Thomas, er wins the second club. between a plus and a initial
With eight tricks on top, the score.
Ave., Paducah,Sandra F. at. 1, Ahno.
Courtney Y. Menzies, only hope for another trick
Bebber, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Bid with Con
Cleathus Tyrone Stub- at. 1, Springville, Tenn., lies with the spade suit. How
that suit be played?
blefield, F-1 Southside Creola V. Hurt, Rt. 3, should
The best way to try for South holds: 4-5-B
Manor, Margaret E. Benton, Ira Dewey three spade winners is to
Tharp, 2205 Coldwater Shultz,520 South Seventh, lead a low spade and insert
•J 63
BIG I RILL FOR A BIG MOLAR-Dr. Dave Fagen,center,a veterinarian dentistfrom San Diego,California,
Mayfield, Mary Louise dummy's nine. This loses to
"4
Road.
uses a large electric drill on a molar tooth in the mouth of an Asian female elephant. The 36 year-old elephant
•Q 3
Rt.
1,
Puryear,
Byars,
Rt.
1,
K.
Bennett,
Patty
East's queen but East can*KQJts
named Babe was anesthetized before the procedure began. Her chief handler Chuck Pankow,right, observes the
Farmington, Gary-,---A. Tenn., Irene R. Allen, Rt. not reach West's good clubs.
dental work and she was monitored by other zoo veterinarians during the extraction.
Marie
E.
Tenn.,
Paris,
1,
return,
Declarer
wins
East's
Williams, 1211 Porter Ckr cashes dummy's spade ace North Smith
Paris, Tenn. Cheryl Weaver,Rt.S.
and then prays for luck lit
2,
Tabers,
Rt.
Lula
Mae
Lynn Edwards, 5,Don
when he cashes his spade
M. Marine, Rt. 1, Linda Live_ Ahart, Rt. 4, Cadiz, king.
at.
5,
Vinson,
Gertha
F.
N. Duncan, Rt. 1, FarmGood luck prevails, West ANSI/MR:One no trump. A
ington, Nancy F. Lovett; Benton. Everette L. drops the unguarded jack shade too light to justify a
Massey, 221 South 11th and declarer's spade 10 two over one two clubs.
Ilt. 1,
Era Farmer (ex- becomes a winner.
St.,
Hai:61)ton M. Winters,
bridge gesetteas to The Aces,
406 East Eighth St., Ben- spired),517 South Seventh
It pays to use one's inter- Seed
P.O. Box 12343, Dallas; Texas 75225,
Bacy
(exMildred
C.
St.,
often
mediate cards. Quite
ton, Tommie E. Turner,
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
202 Poplar, Charlie L. pired), 1204 Grove,Paris, they mike the difference for reply.
Gulledge, Rt. 4, Paris, Tenn.
Tenn., Ola Morris, 740
Adults 144
Nash Dr., J. D. Dellinger,
Nursery 7
Gleason,
P. 0. Box 87,
3-28-82
Tenn.
Newborn Admission
Raymond V. Ross, Rt.
Ladona Carmack and
1, Agnes F. Maier,„R4-4,
By Louise Cook
pie who used to hold two
Lorene Murphey, Rt. 2, Baby Boy, Rt.9,Benton.
Associated
Press
Writer
more cards have switor
Dismissals
Wingo, William A. MCMSomg consumers are ched to one.
Marcus
-Cavitt,
Wain (eni1recI),114-Elliy-•
finding credit is easier to
Powell said that only
Drive, David Brice Cherry, Catherine A. get again these days, but half of the banks responIC
Steely,
814
North
19th St.,
Henry (expired), Rt. 1,
J.
the-cost is high and the ding to a MasterCard
Evelyn
M.
Duncan,
Rt.
1,
as
Almo.
survey last fall reported
Dexter, Jack Lee Reed, lenders are picky.
"We're
all
going
after
that
they
were
looking
for
Adults 126
at IN it fl
Rt. 5, Benton, James
the upscale customer," new credit accounts.
Nursery 6
Larry Thweatt,Rt. 1.
.r."
3-27-82
Flossie M. Snow, Rt. 3, said Jim Matthews of Those banks which are
No Newborn Admissions Benton, John Franklin Continental Illinois Na- looking for new accounts,
Mirray's newest Goodyear
Dismissals
Wright, Rt. 1, New Con- tional Bank and Trust Co. he said, are being selecDealer! loin the celebration,
tive. "Banks are showing
Kathy G. Underhill and cord, Sadie K. Cooper, in Chicago.
credit
that
The
flood
of
more sophistication in
Sale Prices now throngh April 1, 1982
Baby Boy, Rt. 3, Donna J. Puryear, Tenn., Mary E.
deb
persisted
through
much
terms
of
segmenting
West, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Neese,Rt.2, Hazel.
of the 1970s dried up in their market," Powell
March 1980 when
Said.
The Original
government imposed
Sandra J. McLaughlin,
'
• Al Season Radial
restrictions to discourage senior vice president of
6-Rib Polyester
borrowing.
the
Mellon
Bank
of
PittLOUISVILLE, Ky. out for $4,600 through the
The restrictions were sburgh, said the credit
.a •
'.../..,'' . %
4 .•-•:
STREAK 78
(AP)- When Alice Brent Bank of Nova Scotia and lifted after a few months, situation
is "opening up a
was notified over the counted out 44 $100 bills.
-.4._,.. •(.. ,urre
)
but credit remained tight. little bit."
weekend that she had
$
In return, Mrs. Brent Lenders had to pay
Ms. McLaughlin said,
won $150,000 in the Irish gave him the ticket for steadily rising interest
Pies HT
Sweepstakes, she realiz- Grittar, the winning rates to attract deposits; however, that
84E
WSW •
IN tisk
We
SALE PRA
ed the $9,000 she accepted horse in Saturday's state usury ceilings Pennsylvania-based
N
Pea'
P16575113
lenders
like
Mellon
are
the night before for her Grand National limited the amount they
Pin 1.12
2
"1-11
P11150013
sweepstakes ticket steeplechase in Aintree, could charge_ borrowers; still cautious. The state's
.1 IIMITM1115 1 '1 • Road-hugging tread
Al! season tread design for
P11575114
usury
ceiling
is
15
percent
traction in mud arid snow Oltal
I1;ZIMM7111•111. 11 •Smooth-riding polyester cord
wasn't a bargain.
P11575114
England.
credit cards and loans expected to rise to 18 perFITIITIWIMIIMIt toils body
Quiet highway ride
"I guess I was just a
179575114 67.00
The Sweepstakes an- often were unprofitable.
• Goodyear s best-selling bias
• Gas-saving radial construction
cent, she said, but that is
7
ply tire
fool," said Mrs. Brent,'.8, nounced three prizes of
• Over 10,000 gripping edges
Slowly, however, the "not enough to make the
2 $751
fdr traction
Louisville resident, who about $150,000 each for picture is changing.
was named as one of the those who drew the winn- Usury ceilings have been (credit-card)service profitable.".
three top prizewinners in ing horse.
lifted. Fees and service
The usury ceiling on
the drawing.
The other winners were charges have been imposKeeps its feet
Mrs. Brent,60, said she Rachel Finch of Chula ed. The crunch has not credit-card interest in Ilwas
eliminated
last
linois
had just arrived home Vista, Calif. and Don Coy ended, but it has eased.
even in the rain
Even its footprint tells you
Matthews said
from the hairdresser Fri- of Garden Grove,Calif.
The Federal Reserve October.
it's different
day evening when a man
Coy said in a telephone Board says that outstan- Continental and most
other lenders now charge
called and offered to buy interview that the same ding Consumer
CUSTOM
Installher ticket.
man apparently tried to ment debt, not counting an annual rate of 19.8 perRADIAL
fis
POLYSTEEL
vniro
Nod,
The man told her he buy his ticket for $9,000 on mortgages, increased cent on Visa and Master'S.® Po.
-7.AP
was in Canada and iden- Friday, but he declined last year at an annual -card balances which are
EVERYDAY LOOMS
each
tified himself as Neal the offer.
/
2 percent. That. not paid- in full
rate of 61
vu
"You
can
make
month.
Bracher. When he said he
Stacked
"I told him it was a compares with a 1900
IMF P17570113
Sata $43
2
5
Wee
PUS110012_
would give her $9,000 in heck of a lot of money, growth rate of half a per- money at that level topiss IN 1.AU r
I1 wannemi,
trade needed
Pt5511113
day," said Matthews, as
Illackwall Plus 1.31 FIT.
exchange for the ticket, but I was going to hold out cent.
IA
I iiii.1111110/1111 141 1 • Wet-weather dependsblIsty
she quickly agreed.
for it all."
radial ply construction
shoulder-to-shoulder traction
Joe Powell, director of long as you are not pay1315I1IT1 Wt.MUM • Fuel-saving
unt11111,17111P11:1 • The
service
111
round
Olson
year
researching
more
than
an
average
strength and stability or steel
He arrived at the
all
For
Coy said the man called
171TrInN1111111101111,I, '
for MasterCard
for tong lire life
1111111111111TIUT,
1
bolts
•
Tough
Me
InAtti
cord belts
Brents' house _Saturday him three times trying to International, said the of 12 percent on deposits.
11111111
wheel
rear
nru
front
or
With
• For cars
=1111111111-2A1 • Rode-smoothing polyester cord
'
body
IFITrir711,1111
afternoon-in-licab.
pressuri hint rain teMar- ;rumba'oUcardhoIderaTir7-Matthewe said the
' "He was a middle-aged the ticket.
down, but 1981 sales were number of purchases per
guy, about 6 feet. He was
Authorities speculated up 15 percent from the - active credit-card ac13" Hwy Whitewall 19.50
wearing a light jacket that the man had obtain- previous year. "What is count at Continental durand white pants and car- ed a list of the ticket happening is that people lag the first two months
Hwy Whitewall 22.50
rying a briefcase and a holders before the race are consolidating their of 1982 was 9 percent
15" Hwy Whitewall 25.50
gym bag," she said.
and was prepared to credit cards," he said; higher than in the same
The stranger sat down make them the offer as because of new fees, peo- period a year earlier.
with Mrs. Brent and her soon as the race was 1116011111111•11111111MIMINWee•MeP
Your Cholas
husband and the three over.
$7.7r4)
0
talked about horse racing
Mrs. Brent, who has
640/1/B•11011•111111C 1.0111.••
for about 15 minutes, she bought two sweepstakes
0.11Mit On%•
ORM ORM ..••g
11.0110.61.1.:ORM•
••••••••••• a**
said.
.1••••••
tickets in the past, said
7•11t1t=1""""."'"."
mew US Care wt..ow....
Then the man handed she probably won't enter
14.• MIPS
ea.*
41POIP. Mal•••••
mote •••••••$1••••••rim•
N.=
anis • •••••••••• •••••..
Mrs. Brent a check made the drawing again.
".r=1••••
••••••••

RUDOLPH •ONLY 2 DAYS
TIRES AND ALIGNMENT LEM I

COnsumer credit
easier but picky

o.

721 S 1211.St
Dim*
Across From
Big John

Free talculatir
Purchase
the
wit
of 4 Nevi rues

SALE PRICED!

SALE

Winner unhappy

2800

TIEPAPO

$4 R 0

GREAT VALUE!

SALE
PRICED!

ARRIVA RADIAL

$3Roo

RETREADS FULLY
WARRANTED

SERVICE

Brecheen-Faulkner

Marriage
Enrichment
Film Series

HOME ST
•
New address?
WELCOME WAGON®
can help you
feel at home.

Film #5"How To
Kill Communication"

Greeting new neighbors is a tradition with
WELCOME WAGON - "America's Neighborhood Tradition."
I'd like to visit you. To say "Hi" and
present gifts and greetings from communityminded businesses. I'll also present invitations you can redeem for more gifts. And
its all free.

Dr. Faulkner points out common barriers
to good communication, with special emphasis on,self-esteqm and comunication.

A WELCOME WAGON.
'viiit is a special
treat to help you get settled and feeling
more "at home." A friendly get-together is
easy to arrange. Just call me.

Two Showings, Wednesday,
April 7,at 6:00 & 7:00 p.m.

°Win CEAland..753,1079
Hostess

Mom
tiianatow.
Aw.
MI SS/0 •

.0* -

••••

•''

•

Ingeborg K
•
Ass,
492 8348

•••

w op a
7
Church of Christ

COMPUTERIZED
WHEEL BALANCING

$550

4
4,
4

Humm SALE ENDS
PROLONG
TIRE LIFE
800$T MPG

GAS

PINWHEEL

•

Reduced
vibration
Balanced wheels
smooth your ride,
help promote long,
even treadwear

...extri
$1 29sz...,......
Parts at additional
services emu/ needed

• hued all tour tires 'Set
GOV candor and toe- outs Ido
pet Armee • wiled wen
op ad gparvie grams . mpg
US CRS.scow mons

Just Say'Charge W...Low Monthly Payments

RUDOLPH TIRES
AND ALIGNMENT
21 Se. 12th St

$1000

ta.k
•
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i
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•ri;11111111.11
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COLORED PRINT

Includes UP to live
Quarts minor brand
Oil
Oil Filter Inclyded

'Chassis lubrication and Oa champ
• includes light trucks
• Please call for appointment

/S3-0595 Murray
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LUBE & OIL
CHANGE & FILTER

FRONT-END ALIGNMENT
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PROTECT MOVING PARTS
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Timely Writer sets fast pace,
becomes early Derby favorite
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
Timely Writer is the horse to beat in the Kentucky
Derby, and Muttering has earned at chance at
beating him on the first Saturday in May.
Timely Writer, who had beaten 15 other 3-yearolds in the Flamingo March 6, whipped six rivals
Saturday in the $258,000 Florida Derby at
Gulfstream-Park and solidified his role as the top
Kentucky Derby contender.
Muttering showed up in the Kentucky Derby picture Sunday with a nose victory in the $301,300 Santa Anita Derby over Prince Spellbound, the only
member of the nine-horse field not nominated for
the big race at Louisville.
Another Kentucky Derby candidate to emerge
was Air Forbes Won, who ran away from
Shimatoree in the $84,600 Gotham at Aqueduct,
leaving Shimatoree's chances of going to Louisville
in question.
Before Dawn,the 1981 2-year-old filly champion,
also might have lost any chance of starting in the
Derby when she finished third in the $271,700 Fantasy Saturday at Oaklawn Park.
"Timely Writer is a super horse," said Dominic
Imprescia, the trainer who picked up the colt for
813,500 at a yearling sale in 1980 for brothers Francis and Peter.Martin. "Everything he does, he does
right."
In the Florida Derby, he played it Star Gallant's
way and beat that colt, who had won all four of his
previous starts, by two lengths.
Many observers thought that with the speedy
Distinctive Pro scratched because of leg injury,
Star Gallant, also a speed horse, would set his own
pace and either steal the race or have enough left to

"I have 17 reasons why
H&R Block
should prepare
your taxes."
REASON *6: H&R Block's trained tax preparers
This year there are 47 drerent forms and.scheduleS for
income tax filers. Using the wrong form, or omitting one, could cost you
money Or cause an IRS Inquiry. H&R Block preparers are
trained to know the forms and now to use each of them to
Our best advantage

411/110 Hifi BLOCK

VOA

THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

17 reasons. One smart decision.

903 Arcadia Street
Ow 9 A.M.-

k P.M. Weekdays, 1-5 Sat. Elm 753-1264
APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE

Introducing the
alESIM Minn
AUTOMATIC WASHER
101111011

Reg. $439.00
•

$3

900

hold off the stretch-runnineitnely Writer. Star Gallant, ridden by Sandy Hawley,set a slow
pace of 471-5 seconds for the half mile and 1:364-5
for the mile.
'
But Jeff Fell never let Timely Writer run worse
than fourth or more than six lengths off the lead.
Timely Writer swept into contention on the turn,
took the lead passing the eighth pole and completed
the 1% mileSin 1:491-5 under 171 pounds. Reginald
N. Webster's Our Escapade, 122, finished third,
eight lengths behind Star Gallant, In, owned by
Matunoud Fustok.
Timely Writer pitid $3.60 in earning 8150,000 to
boost his career hanky to $518,311.

—41

Persson trims
tennis pinnacle
to solo victory
Ninety-nine down, one
to go.
A single victory
separates Murray State's
Terje Persson from
becoming the first 100match winner in the
school's history.
Playing No.1 singles for
the Racers, Persson notched two more wins
Saturday and Sunday to
bring his career total to
99 wins.
Persson was in Richmond with the team
Saturday as the Racers
liiinlled Wester's KenshelUtkiirg,
tucky an
then he defeated David
Baren, 7-6, 6-0, to guide
the.host Racers to an 8-1
win over visiting
Evansville.
Persson will have an
opportunity to reach the
100-win plateau Tuesday
when.the Racers host the
University of TennesseeMartin at 2:30 p.m. at the
varsity courts.
In other weekend action Mats Ljungman kept

his *in streak alive winning his` 22nd and 23rd
straight individual matches including Sunday's
PRIME CANDIDATES — Two prime candidates6-1, 6-1, win over
for the Racers' Most Valuable Player Award in
Evansville's Dean Hall.
basketball this season include swingman Glen
In the No. 3 singles slot
Green (top photo, with ball) and board crashing
for MSU, Finn Swarting 'Ricky Hood (blocking shot at right). The two Murwas defeated, 6-3, 6-0, by
ray State juniors willfind out who the trophy winner
Evansville's Mark Hord
is at tonight's basketball banquet at the MSU
on Sunday. Other Sunday
University Center Ballrooth:
results included Jon
Soegaard's win over
Mohsen Hafeez, 6-4, 7-6;
Bobby Montgomery
defeated Glen Barnes, 60, 6-1; Steve Massad beat
Chuck Jones,6-1, 6-0;_and
-Neufelder poked a twoTerry-Musky's nemesis thrashing,
_RacersLdoubles victories —this season has—been--the- —Both squads—recorded run—triple-7 Scott—Peck,
included Persson- Murray State baseball 10 hits in the nine-inning brought Neufelder home
Swarting over Baren- squad.
outing at UT-M. The - with his triple, then Gary
Ha feez, 6-1, 6-2;
'Breds, however, were BlaMe added an RBI
the
As
a
pitcher
for
Ljungman-Montgomery
more productive with single to end the four-run
beat Hall-Horde, 6-2, 6-4; University of Tennessee- their raps than the host inning.
would
be
and Massad-Eric Martin, Musky
Pacers.
Brad Taylor, 4-1, allowTisthammer defeated undefeated if -he hadn't
this
the
'Breds
aced
•
ed
only two runs and
Barnes-Jones,6-0,6-0.
MSU broke the game
claimed
the win before
Murray State's team year.
open in the second inning
being
replaced
by
record improved to 13-3
In five games, Musky's when David Scheer walkwith the weekend vic- only two upsets have ed, Carrell Boyd drilled Neufelder in the fifth.
tories. Sunday's win come against MSU, the one of his two doubles on
The victory over ut-ht,
marked the Racers' latest being Sunday's 10-3 the day, and Don now 16-7, boosted the
seventh straight match'
win.

Musky,loses again to'Breds

Area cagers voted
to All-State teams
Several area high
school basketball players
were honored by the
Courier-Journal, Sunday,
when they were selected
to the newspaper's All
State Team.
Two Calloway County
High School cagers —
senior Dan Key and
junior Keith Lovett —
were selected in the
Honorable Mention
catagory along with Murray High junior Jim West
and Farmington senior

Rusty Pigg.
Marshall County's
Laura Seay was selected
to the first team, while
teammate,Shawna Smith
made the second team
pick. Honorable Mention
athletes included senior
Kim Tharpe and junior
Donna Rousse of Murray
High and Lisa Jarrett of
Marshall County.
Voting for the All State
honors was conducted by
the head coaches of the
Kentucky High School
Athletic Association.

'Breds' season mark to
1747 l'odtry, weatlim Ter-11w
mitting, Murray State
was scheduled to make
up a home game against
Vanderbilt, postponed
Saturday because of bad
field conditions.
I 531S67 112 T
MARTIN
I 1111111011111 3
MURRAY
1 10221 0
10
HITS- MSU ii, UT41111 2B - Peek,
Nedelder(MU).28- Cash, Slaydea
Peek (2). Ro211 (2). Gargiulo
(MSU).
ERRORS- MSU I, UT-M I.
WP - Taylor (14). LP - Musky op.

Sports at a glance
Track
CAPE GIRARDEAU,
Mo. — Racer track
members continue to prove records were meant to
be broken.
In Saturday's SEmotion relays at Southeast
Missouri, Eddie Wedderburn became the meet's
Most Valuable Performer
when he won the 3,000
meter steeplechase and
broke the qualifying barrier for the NCAA outdoor
championships.
-Yiedderburn's 8:37.50

time represented the se- record in the high jump
cond time the Murray by clearing 7-0 in a jumState runner had broken poff against Southern Ilthe NCAA qualifying linois'Stephen Wray.
mark this year.
Racer shot putter did
Bill Cornell, Murray
his share in re-writing State track and cross
records Saturday when country coach, is travellhe broke his day-old ing to Carbondale today
school mark with a 56-8 where he is expected to
throw. He finished in se- accept the position as
cond place in the 61-team head cross country coach
SEmotion meet.
at Southern Illinois.
High-leaping Raceri. He is expected to finish
Daren Pahl and Ernie the outdoor season at
Patterson brought home MSU where he has coachfirst places in the pole ed for the past 15 years.
vault and high jump. SIU is Cornell's alma
Pahl broke his own school mater.

Tennis
Murray State's
women's tennis team
finished ninth in the 10team field at the Southern
Collegiate championships
at Columbus, Miss., Friday and Saturday.
Friday the Racers lost
to Auburn,8-1, then Memphis State handed the
Racers an 8-1 defeat on
Saturday.
MSU avoided finishing
last by defeating the
University of Mississippi
for Women, 7-2, on Saturday.

I.

••••
Whirlpool
Model L.135.500XL Washer
• New 24" Design 2000 Mode
•5 Automatic Cycles.
RECIULAArMeAVY: PERMANENT PRESS
KNITS-46E-NTLE sop<
andPRE-WASH .
.
' • New Double-Duty Super
SURGILATOA` Agitator
delivers a shorter. faster •
stroke for high-frequency
washing action
• Energy-saving Water
Temperature Control with 3
wash..rinse combinations
• water-saving Load-Size
Selectl5r with 4 individual
settings
• MAGIC CLEAN • SelfCleaning.Lint Fitter'
• Built-in Bleach Dispenser
• Automatic Cool-Down Care
helps provide proper care
. for Permanent Press
garments
•2 wash and 2 spin speeds
• Self-Balancing Inner Basket
• Heavy-duty motor and pump
• Automatic Sett-leveling.
rear legs
•
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YOU WIN, COMING
...AND GOING.
Came to Pagliars, Downtown Murray, and buy a
$5 pizza, and each time
you do, we'll give you a
special $5 gift certificate.
Go to Graham & Jackson,
MUMS• on the Court Square, and
they'll redeem the certificate, giving you $5
off any Arrow shirt. You'll eat well . . and
dress well.
. . or, come to Graham
& Jaakson, Downtown
forgari
Murray, and buy any of
our great Arrow shirts
GRAHAM
at the _regular price. For
each shirt you buy, we'll
JACKSON
give you a gift certificate
for $5 off any Poglicirs pizza or other food
order. With a deal like this, you'll be the winner,
coming ... and going.

,

I

1.4

Order Your Gibson
Country Ham For
Easter Now!
Gibson Country Ham
Whole, Half, or By The Slice
14 Lb. Pure Ground

Beef Patties Quarter Pothui Bitx $1988
Choice Sides Of Beef
Cot & Wrapped Free

225 To 300 Lbs.

Lb.

$134

Phone Yew Orders In

PAGIMMIS
GRAHAM Et JACKSON
Downtown Murray

,IONTIMIT

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.
Mite,?Si- IMP I

!07 II. Jaii ,r.
.
''Only

eallIS;7:NI•5:NI Noe.-Fri.

IN Acce0 hod —
.S1104011

Federal Inspected Meot Market In Murray."
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•
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Season brings record-breaking opportunities

Aging players chase career goals

Reds receive
red carpet day

CINCINNATI IAP) - nati's Mario Soto, 12-9, in
The only city that's suing a game matching two
Perry, who's 43 now,signed a free-agent contract
first, though.
its major league baseball revamped teams.
By Hal Bock
When St. IA:tins opens its season Tuesday night in
with the Seattle Mariners and gets a chance to
The Cubs are looking to
team rolls out the red
AP Sports Writer
reach the 300-victory plateau, a milestone last acHouston, it will mark the 24th opening day for Carcarpet today for the start shake their losing ways
The 1982 baseball season is underway, with
complished in 1963 by Hall of Famer Early Wynn.
dinal pitcher Jim Kaat. No other hurler has lasted
of a new season.
and "build a new tradigames scheduled in Baltimore and Cincinnati, and
that long in the majors. Kaat, who's also 43,has 278
The veteran right-hander, who could be called the
The city plans its usual tion" with an infusion of
for a number of veterans, it marks the resumption
ancient Mariner, needs three victories for 300 and
victories, second most for any active pitcher.
good measure of leadership and players
of the chase toward impressive career goals.
can also move closer to Walter Johnson's all-time
festivities on banner from the Philadelphia
Before the last out is recorded sometime in OcPerry and Kaat share the senior citizen role with
strikeout record of 3,508. Perry goes into 1982 with
decked downtown streets Phillies organization. Ontober, Pete Rose, Gaylord Perry, Nolan Ryan, Carl
Boston's Carl Yastrzemski, who's also 43. Yaz is
3,336 strikeouts, second on the all-time list and 172
as a prelude to the 2 p.m., ly three starters remain
Yastrzemski and a host of others could attain
starting his 22nd season with the Red Sox,one short
short of Johnson's record. But other pitchers could
EST, opener between the from the Cubs' opening
significant lifetime achievements.
of Brooks Robinson's record for years spent with
get there first.
Chicago Cubs and the day lineup of a year ago.
one
club.
home
next
His
run will be the 427th of his
Philadelphia's Rose, who will celebrate his 41st
The main threat would seem to be Ryan, who
Cincinnati Reds, two
"After last year, I
career,
breaking
a
16th-place
tie
with
Billy
birthday on April 14, goes into the season with 3,697
needs 259 strikeouts to reach Johnson. That is a
new-look teams.
never thought I'd be back
Williams. With 600 doubles, he is three away from
career hits. He is 74 away from Hank Aaron's total
total the flame-throwing Houston pitcher has sur"I don't know that my with the Cubs and I never
Paul Waner's ninth-place total of 603 and 24 short of
of 3,771, second on the all-time list behind the legenpassed in six different seasons in his brilliant
are different thought I'd want to be,"
feelings
eighth-place
Aaron's
of
total
624.
season
the
opened
Rose
ago,
year
A
Cobb.
dary Ty
career.
in
than
other year," said veteran pitcher Dick
any
74 hits short of Stan Musial's National League
Yaz needs 15 runs scored to match Honus
Ferguson Jenkins, signed to a free agent contract
Mann, Tidrow. "But I'm imDavid
Mayor
said
in
past
burst
and
record, a mark he tied in June
Wagner's 15th-place total of 1,740 and 16 runs batted
by the Chicago Cubs, needs just 38 strikeouts to
pressed with what
who
lawsuit
a
originated
August. He is now 495 hits away from Cobb's career
in to reach Wagner's 12th-place total of 1,732. With
become the seventh pitcher in history to reach 3,000
(General
over
Reds
the
Manager)
against
mark
that
total of 4,191 and is determined to reach
3,192 hits, Yastrzemski is 59 away from Nap Lafor his career. Two of those who got there before
strike-related revenue Dallas Green has done in
before he leaves baseball.
joie's ninth-place total of 3,251 and 91 short of Mays'
him,Steve Carlton of Philadelphia and Cincinnati's
losses last summer. a short time. It's
eighth-place total of 3,283. He needs 63 singles to tie
Tom Seaver, will seek to add to their totals as they
Rose can make progress in three other categories
"Opening day is very unbelievable.
Frankie Frisch for 15th place on that list with 2,171
continue their own pursuit of Johnson's record.
as well. With 11,910 at bats, he needs 454 to tie
"The front office here
special for Cincinnati. It
and 280 at-bats to reach Cobb's third-place total of
Carlton enters the season with 3,148 strikeouts and
Aaron's all-time record of 12,364. He has averaged
before, their priorities
always has been."
11,429.
Seaver with 3,075.
640 at bats a year throughout his career, so the
The ballclub and the ci- were all wrong. But now,
For the vets with milestones on their minds, the
Jenkins (264), Carlton (262), Seaver (259) and
mark seems entirely within reach. He also needs 55
haven't yet settled the the people upstairs know
ty
winter's wait is over and now they can resume their
Baltimore's Jim Palmer (248) are. bunched in
games to tie Willie Mays for fifth place on the alllawsuit, which seeks 91.1 what they're doing. And
of
legends
the
and
book
record
the
the
on
against"
chase
inroads
make
career wins, and all could
time games played list at 2,992, and 34 runs scored
million from the Reds. more importantly, the
journey to 300. Perry is almost certain to get there
their sport- America's summer game.
to tie Musial's fifth-place total of 1,949.
Neither have baseball people downstairs (thests041
fans forgotten that the players) know it."
The Reds feature a new
Reds failed to make the
split-season playoff for- outfield, a new catcher
mat last year despite and Johnny Bench at
compiling. the best third base in their 1982
Ron Hassey doubles to first time since a stroke Braun's two-run clout overall record in startiiig. lineup. Soto, a
By The Associated Press muscle. But he is ex- .8-0, Pittsburgh tripped
hard-throwing right
a 10th-inning tie, nearly killed him in June carried St. Louis past the baseball.
break
5-4,
lineup
the
in
be
Cincinnati
pected to
St.Louis
bander, will start in place
the
it's
hope
The paid crUistr
"I
beginnwho
inMets,
no-hit
were
1980,
the
took
mound
with
--Tuesday night in the beat the New York Meta then Yon Hayes added a_
who was
numbered 61,026 fans,the _Angels' opener
etTom-Seaver,
--1
seasor.
great
a
of
tag
by
inning
seventh
the
to
two
and
outs
'promptly
in- 7-4. Boston shaded sacrifice fly to seal
Iludered
the sprduring
largest crowd ever in the Oakland.
team
the
the
hope
with
LaDave
and
Mara
Steve
Detroit 4-2, Philadelphia Cleveland's victory over walked the first three
thigh
ballpark. If they came
pulled
a
by
musing
up
ends
record
best
Hubie
before
Point
Toronto
he
batters
faced.
And the Angels, after outlasted Minnesota 11-8, the Brewers.
see the California Angels beating Los Angeles 2-1
where it ought to be - in cle and a respiratory inBut he got Glenn Adams Brooks singled.
Ray Knight's two-run to ground to first, ending
win, they didn't get what Friday night and 9-1 a split Seattle squad
Jim Rice set a Boston the World Series," Mann fection.
"You have to bet-rated
they wanted. And if they Saturday night, lost to the downed San Diego 4-1, double in a three-run the inning.
spring training batting- said.
came to see Reggie Dodgers 5-4 Sunday in the and it was Wichita of the sixth inning was the big
But the lingering bitter about the first game,"Larry Parrish hit an average record of .478 as
Jackson, well, they didn't wrapup of the 1982 spring American Association 4, blow in Houston's RBI-single in Texas'four- he had two hits and a run- memories of the players' Soto said. "I hope to pitch
Montreal 1. Rain wiped triumph over Toronto - run first inning and batted-in against Detroit. strike will be put aside seven strong innings."
get much for their training season.
out the Cubs-White Sex but it.was overshadowed cracked a two-run homer The Phillies erupted for _when two _ astronauts_ _ An unchanging feature
_
1:110,110Y•_
Elswehere, San Fran.7...p.-Richard's brief in thefifthas t'-"Rangers seven 'runs in the fourth christen another season will be the fickle opening
-16
n -riorienwtne M
co-in-Oakiend-1§ a-Chiesgz:and
--J-a eit to-nhisAnaheim Stadium debut _8, Cleveland edged other Seattle split-squad pearance in the eighth in- pounded Dave Righetti. inning and Larry with a baseball flown day weather. The National Weather Service
Lee Mazzilli, in his debut Christenson struck out around the world.
8-6 in 10 Intl- game, against Atlanta, ning.
with the Angels, batted
predicted a windy and
Engle
Joe
Astronauts
innfive
in
batters
seven
with
Texas after being
once, struck out, then left ings, Houston nosed out was canceled by mutual
cold
day, with rain or
will
Truly
Richard
and
in
Twins
the
trim
to
ings
from
Mets,
obtained
the
a
in
pitching
Richard,
the game to nurse his Toronto 3-2, Texas bomb- agreement (the Mariners
make the ceremonial snow and temperatures
game situation for the went hitless in three at- the Metrodome.
slightly strained calf ed the New York Yankees left for Minnesota).
Gaylord Perry, first pitch with a ball that in the mid-to upper 30s at
bats as the designated
heading into the season accompanied them on game time.
hitter.
"The weather will be
Steve Nicosia had a three victories shy of 300 their space shuttle Coltwo-run homer and Lee for his big-league career, umbia flight last not unlike past • opening
claYS,".. said weather
Lacy a solo shot as Pitt- two-hit San Diego over November.
Chicago (AL) at Chicago iNLI, Rayford, Infielder-catcher, from
as a player-coach. Optioned Bob Sykes,
Then Chicago's Doug' specialist Jerry Lindsey.
sburgh beat the Reds, six innings in the
caactied.,rale
pitcher,to Columbus.
Rochester.
Cleveland 2,Milwaukee I
OAKLAND A'S-Sest arias Kaman
DETROIT TIGERS-Sent Mark Dewhile Darrell Porter's Mariners' split-squad Bird, 4-5 last year, will "That's what we're callSan Diego',Battle(SS IS
John, infielder, to Evansville of the and Dave Beard, pitchers,sad Mitchell
square off against Cincin- ing for."
three-run
the
San Francisce 6,Oakland 1
of
shot and Steve triumph.
Tacoma
to
outfielder,
Page,
American Association.

Jackson disappointing in California debut

.
ap

SCOREBOARD

Pro baseball
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Bassiall At A Glance
Seattle(S8)11, Atiaatall, la timings
AMERICAN LEAGUE
New York(NL)5,StLeala 1
IleadarsGames
Montreal S. New York(AL)2
Kansas City (Leonard 13-11) at
illnamata 5,Philadelphht
Baltimore(D.Martiner 144)
California 11, Les Angeiss I
Only game adiedaled.
Sungsra Games
Teanday's Games
St.L.oeis 7, New York(NL)4
Toronto (Stieb 11-14) at Detroit(MorPittsburgh 5, Cincinnati4
ris 14-7)
Boston 4, Detroit 2
Tam (Tanana 4-111) at New York
Wichita (AAA)4, Montreal 1
(Guidry 114)
Houston 3, Toronto 2
Baton (Terra 15•3) at Chicago
Philadelphia 11,Minnesota 11
(Banos 154)
Cleveland I. Milwaukee 6,16 innings
Cleveland (Barker I-7) at Milwaukee
Chicago (NI,)at Chicago (AL), cod.,
( V ockovich 14-4)
cold
Seattle (Bamolater 114)at Minnesota
Texas 5, New York(AL)
IRedforn 14),(5)
Seattle(SS)4,San Diego 1
California(Crunch 11-7) at Oakland
Los Angeles S. California 4
( Langford 110),(n I
San Francisco 11, Oakland $
Daly gasses mind and.
Atlanta at Seattle I SS), cod , mutual
WagnesdaraGainas
agreement
Kansas City at Baltimore, In I
L111133ITION SEASON ENDS
Sell We at Idinoesola,(a)
Ca id°rano at Oakland,In)
Only games scheduled
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Mooday's Games
Chicago (Bird 44)51 Cincinnati (Soto
BASEBALL
114)
Awning League
Only game scheduled.
BALTIMORE ORIOLES-OpUoned
Tnesday's Ga
Al Ramirez,pitcher, to Rochester of the
Montreal(Rogers 1241 at Pittsburgh
lateniational
Leagae. Pieced Tim Stod(Rhode.4-4)
San Francisco(Holland 7-6 or Gaie-11- dard, pitcher, on the 21elay disabled
Int. Signed Don Stashes,* and Rosa
)at Los Angeles(Reuss 114)
Grimm*. pitchers, Ii shie/ear ceeNew York (Zochry 7-14) at
use..Purchased the anima M /Mid
Philadelphia Cattalo.134)
St. Louis (B.Fersch 114) at
(Ryan 114)
Atlanta (Mahler 114) at Stm Digo
(Eichetherger 54)
Only games acheitaled.
IFednanharsGams
Atlanta at San Diego
New York at Phi/M.1phi'
Chicago at Cinciaaall
SLLsois at Bastes
Sas Francisco at Las Angeles

MILWAUKEE BREWERS-Sent
Frank DiPtne, pitcher, to Vancouver of
It.Pacific Coast League.
NEW YORK YANKEES-Announced
that Bobby Mercer, outfielderdesignated bitter, had agreed to terms
on a three-year contract. Signed Dave
LaRoche, pitcher, to a contract with
Columba' of the International League

Pacific Coast League.
National Lagos
HOUSTON ASTROS-Placod JR.
Richard, pitcher,on theft-day disabled
list. Assigned Bert Roberge, Mark Rom
and Bobby Sprawl, poke:hen, Marry
Spilman, infielder, and Scott Leech,
outfielder, to Tanen of the Pacific
Coast League

CORRECTION E
ST.JOHN'S
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
(1620W. Main St., Murray)
Invites You To Spend
Holy Week With Us
Maunday Thursday April 8-6 p.m.
Agape Meal 7 p.m. Holy Communion
Good Friday April 9 12 Noon
Good Friday Service 7 p.m.Tenebrae
.-EviApril 10 10:454Kin-Easter

Transactions

Men's Basic Jeans
Straight Leg
Boot Cut
Flare & Big Bell
Ladies & Men's

Major Loam Baseball
Exhibition SIMMS
Saturday's Gams
Cincinnati 5, Houston
Toronto 5, Pittaborgh 1,4 innings, tie
Baltimore 5, Texas 4. 18 innings
Detroit 11, Boston 5

Are you freeto attend a free IBM
open houseforsmall businesses?

Who needs it?
1,000,000 Major,
Medical

We realize how busy you are.
You're probably so busy with paperwork that you'd have
trouble finding time for our open house.
But that's all the more reason you should attend.
Because at Our open house, you'll see a whole line of advanced
IBM office equipment that can help free you from all that paperwork. You'll see continuous demonstrations of lowucost IBM
computers, versatile word processors, and the latest in copiers
and typewriters. All under one roof.
You'll also learn about all the ways IBM backs you up with
service and support.
So come to our open house. And learn how IBM can help
"you take some of the busy-ness out of your business.
•

1,000,00 Major Medical
USW 1119rance
Diability Income
Accident Insurance
Medicare SupplemNI
Hospital Income
It you need it, give
NS a call.

A little IBM can mean a lotoffreedom.

For details call:
Billy Miller
ROSS
INSURANCE AGENCY
2)01. Moult.
Merrily, Ky.
Plume 75341481
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ladies Casual Spring

Jackets

500
SS 2
Reg. 534 Now

SP RI 1
Lituses
SP RI 1
ladies

Olympic Plaza

•-•

•

Shorts

& Shorts

•, yr,

•4, •

509
$502
1 009

250/0
That's it Levi-s

Thesday & Wednesday, April 6th & 7th, 10am-8pm
Thursday, April 8th, 10am-4pm
Kentucky Dam State Park Recreation Center
(across from Kentucky Dam Lodge)
Gilbertaville, KY
For information call(502)442-2087

7-

Off.

Ladies & Men's

HEALTH
INSURANCE

4"1

t

$700

Fashion Jeans
Ladies Blouses &
Men's Shirts

Exhibition
scores

;

When That's It
Levis
Has A Sale, It's
A Sale!
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Aarket 414 Juni/Imre

Fraaces Drake

DON'T BUY
FURNITURE
TODAY
e.

FOR TUESDA Ytr APRIL6, 1982
What kind of day will tomer- goMPIO
row be? To find out what the ((ct.23 to Nov. 21) MAP
stars say, read the forecast A friend gives candid °pigiveg
Aftizs
for your birth Sign.
Mons about a business deal,
but steer clear of involved
financial propositions. Be
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) TA tactful in the evening.
You're easily distracted on SAGITTARIUS
_ifo 0
theajt and are liable to make (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
af
start. You may have to You could bite off more than
revise methods or procedures. you can chew regarding a
TAURUS
career matter. Don't make
(Apr.20 to May 20)
commitments that you'll be
Business and pleasure do unable to fulfill.
not combine favorably and CAPRICORN
you'll also have to keep your (Dec.22 to Jan. 19) Vi
feet on the ground in romance. A business conference leads
to some revised ideas. Be
Curb fantasies.
diplomatic with higher-ups.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Rumors should be taken with
Observe the social graces a
of salt.
with higher-ups. A domestic AQUARIUS
situation puzzles you. Hobbies (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Many business ideas being
engaged in at home bring
bandied about now are
much satisfaction,
unrealistic. Better check with
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 'guy Irv—ir advisers. You may feel
Be attentive or you may awkward about a money situami.ss some important details tiOn.
or points of information. Rela- PISCES
bons with a distant friend may (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
A close friend may fail to
be strained.,
follow though on some good inLEO
tentions. Towards nightfall,
(July 23to Aug.72) tia
Don't be careless when you'll be in an extravagant
shopping,or you might have to mood.
return an item. Sensitive
emburrosed,so --YOU BORN TODAY work
pie
be ta
are
well with groups and in that
Ivo tz capacity will achieve a posiVIRGO
(Aug.23 to sept.
bon of leadership. You're
You may say more than you drawn to businesses allied to
the arts and would make- a
Intend during the
Get second *woos regarding good de:4Wor deconitor.
You ha
tevoth
e aen
your
d,
esyire
et are
to ac
,Tg
tcom. es. moda
subc
iehe
ortouh
coge
rmeon
pts
y a

gm"-

XQ'

n)
_maga&

(Sept.
URRA23 to Oct.72) sMal 41
An error in judgment leads
to some soul-searching, so be
careful to separate fact from
fantasy. Safeguard health and
stick to your diet.

DOWN
r
0/
0
to 50*/
A.

WE MEAN BUSINESS
From 4 P.M. Tuesday Till 11 P.M.
Market 414 Will Have The
a.

_

grain

r
-r

Wait Till Tomorrow at 4 P.M.
We Will Be Closed Tuesday Till 4.
We Are Marking Everything

•

Pe

Your Individual
Horoscope

Darndest Sale You Ever Saw.
Everything At Least 25% Off An
Almost As Much 40 to 50% Off.
Some 60%.

best when you do your own
thing. You work well in
business for Yourself and will
achieve success in writing,
theater, Journalism, musk,
Painting, films, dance and
television.

•

HEALTH
Understanding
ovulation
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — My
husband and I have decided
to begin a family and there
are some questions in our
minds. I am 27 and have had
no previous pregnancies. My
periods average anywhere
from 28 to 33 day cycles and
are light. My husband is 25
years old and in good health.
We don't smoke and we don't
drink alcohol to excess.
I have been experimenting with the basal temperature method to determine
ovulation. I detect a rise in
body temperature in midcycle. I am assuming that is
when ovulation is occurring.
With that in mind, when is
the best time for sex? Our
understanding is that the egg
must be fertilized 24 hours
after ovulation. Does this
mean there is a very critical
one-day occurance for pregnancy or are there several
days preceding and following the rise in body temperature?
I also notice a non-annoying discharge for several
days and a slight aching in
my breasts. Are those additional signs my ovaries are
• functioning properly? We
would appreciate any advice
you can give us.
DEAR READER — It is
important for everyone to
understand the basic functions of their bodies. I am
glad you have discovered the
• basal temperature method.
But the temperature rise
occurs one to three days
after ovulation. The temperature usually falls a day
or two before ovulation. If
you abstain until the temperature is elevated you are
not likely to get pregnant.
The released ovum actually may live only six hours.
The factor that expands the
length of time that sex can
induce a pregnancy is the
time the sperm cells live, as
long as three days. It follows

that sperm cells from three
days before ovulation actually occurs, which are
already in the uterus or the
tube, will be able to cause
fertilization. The actual
union (fertilization) of the
egg and sperm celi occurs in
the tube.
The discharge is probably
normal mucus which can
also help pinpoint the time
of ovulation. I am sending
you The Health Letter number 17-2, Female Reproductive Function, which will
help you. Others who want
this issue can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10016_,
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
have just found out I am 11
weeks pregnant. Before I
knew I was pregnant I went
to one of those sun tanning
booths with ultraviolet light
that you stand in to get
tanned. I went six times in
one week when I couldn't
have been more than a week
along. Lwent another.
when _I. couldn't have been
-alai- than three weeks
along. I am afraid that this
might have harmed the
baby. Can you give me any
information on this?
DEAR READER — No,
the exposure will not hurt
your baby. Think of it as
super sunshine. After all, it
is the ultraviolet light in
sunshine that causes the skin
to tan. It is no more dangerous to your pregnancy than
exposure to sunlight.
Now that doesn't mean I
approve of such devices.
They are hard on your skin
in the same way that too
much sunshine can damage
and prematurely age your
skin. And unless you are protected you can damage your
eyes.

Kirk Alyn, the original Superman in the early
television series, and Noel Neill, the
Lois
Lane, played the parents of young Lois Lane in the
1978 "Superman" movie.

original
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Ballad of Easter

Jesus had a special quest in living, His God to manifest
EDITOR'S
NOTE — There is a
lyrical quality to
Scripture. Much of the
language itself reaches
poetic heights, as in the
Sermon on the Mount and
In Jesus' final discourses.
The gospel, at heart, is a
song of salvation, amid
injustice and misery.
Prompted by that aspect, and with minor but
not substantial variations
on some biblical quotations, a five-part Easter
series, rendered in metrical form, begins with
this first installment on
the man.
By GEORGE W.
CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
It was long but not so
long ago, in a land beside
the sea, that there lived a
man who was more than
a man, the man of
Galilee.
He was sure, original
and kind, in the midst of
human strife, and he
taught with verve and
with intellect, the truths
that make for life.

and he walked the roads
to invite the despised, to
come and "Follow me."
He was strange,
distinctive, special, new,
his identity unclear, but
he healed, consoled and
lifted up, prescribing
"peace, good cheer!"
To a crowd upon a
mountaintop, he declared
with ringing zest, that the
meek, reviled and the
merciful ones, that they
are highly blest.
So "rejoice, be glad,"
the kingdom comes, to
the least, the low,the lost,
and he stamped this
message in eloquent
terms, at monumental
cost.
He had "come that they
have life," he said, an
abundance evermore,
that the heavy-laden
would find their respite,
for which "I am the
door."
An engaging, wise,
perceptive man, with a
story-telling streak, he
possessed some further
endowment and sway —
sublime, enhanced, uniTo proclaim "good que.
news" among the poor,
He was Jesus, freshly
the oppressed, the weak, breaking through, a prothe lame, to release the.. phetic bough in leaf, and
captives from bonds of though lacking in form or
despair — for this he said in comely physique, he
he came.
deigned to "bear our
So he wandered grief."
through that hilly realm,
"We esteemed him
in a bid to make men free, not," Isaiah wrote; he

was "wounded, bruised,
disowned," and on him
was laid the chastisement
for wrong; "his stripes"
for us atoned.
He was reared a rural
builder's son, and he had
no wealth-or rank, but he
set himself to the noblest

of goals, disclosing God
point-blank.
He expressed a queer
and baffling claim, that
was sure to shock and
stun, but he put it
straight, and unreserved,
.that God "and I are one."
It was wild, he knew,
.this migrant Jew, the

divine with manhood
spliced, and he asked the
twerVe what they thought
of his role, and Peter said
"You're Christ!"
As he roved the trails,
the coasts and towns, and
the crowds around him
milled, a portentous warning was brought from

Woman regrets losing first husband
DEAR ABBY: The let• I realized too late that I
ter signed "Missing didn't miss a thing but
Something" rang a bell. love, kindness _an
with me. The writer wai'1'espect of My-lir-it husa young woman who was band. Sign me...
MISSED THE BOAT
living with a man whom
•
she described as "almost IN YAK IMA
DEAR MISSED: That
a saint," but she wasn't
as madly in love with him boat may sail again. Why
as he was with her — so don't you pick up the
she felt that she was Phone or write a note —
and let him know how you
missing something.
I' was 17 when I mar- feel? The worse thing you
red. He was a wonderful could experience would
man who adored me, but be rejection. And the best
I, too, felt that I was would be a reunion. What
"missing something," so do you have to lose?
•••
I divorced him for a man
DEAR ABBY: I have a
who had what I thought I
was missing. I soon found Problem with my son (I'll
out that I had made the call him Billy), and I
pray you will have an
worst mistake of my life.
Now, 30 years later, I answer for me. He is 12
am alone. ( Divorced.) years old and has a terriMy first husband is also ble temper.\This mornsingle (divorced( and I ing, a neighVor kicked
would like to have him our dog for snapping at
back, but he has been ter_: him, so Billy pulled a
ribly hurt in his life (it all knife on him. This isn't
started with my leaving the first time Billy pulled
him) and he is a bitter a knife on somebody. He
pulled a knife on his sister
and disillusioned man.
last summer after an
argument and she called
the police, but after talking to Billy a while, they
Pre-Easter revival ser- dismissed him. (I was at
vices are being conducted work.)
at Martin's Chapel
A few months ago, Billy
United Methodist Church.... moved my car after being
The Rev. Rick Kirchhoff,
minister of Wesley Foundation, Murray State
University, was speaker
Sunday at 6 p.m.
The Rev. Bob Dodson,
minister of Kirksey
church, will speak tonight
at 7 p.m. The Rev. Julian
Warren, minister of Lynn
Grove and Goshen churches, will speak Tuesday
at 7 p.m. Speaker at. 7
p.m. services Wednesday
will be the Rev. Jim
Stubbs, associate
minister of First United
Methodist Church.
A fellowship will follow
the Wednesday evening
_
service.

Local church
has •revival

told he was never to touch
it, so.4ared
Then be
run at me
and dróie his head into
my stomach with such
force he knocked the wind
out of me. I nearly
fainted.
At times he's a sweet
and loving boy, but when
he's reprimanded or
somebody provokes him,
he gets violent. I'm aC my
wit's end with this boy.
I'm so afraid when he is
older he will get into real
bad trouble. Help me.
TROUBLED MAMA
DEAR MAMA: Please
don't wait until Billy kills
somebody before you
have him psychiatrically
examined. His violent
behavior could be a
symptom of a mental
disorder. Your son should
not be allowed to have a
knife in his possession,
and if you knowingly permit it, you must share the
responsibility for
whatever occurs as a
result of it. Please act at
once. Ask your family
physician to guide you, or
call your local mental
health clinic. Billy clearly needs evaluation and
therapy.
•••

DEAR ABBY: "Too
Tired. for IsorP__corn,_
nlaitbs because her hitsband works the night shift
and she works days.
"When he comes home at
2 a.m. he's wide-awake
and ready for romance,
but I am already three
hours into a deep sleep by
then," says she.
She asks how she can
keep him happy and get
enough sleep. You suggest they "synchronize"
their work schedules.
That's easier said than
done.
Haven't you heard
there's a recession going
on? Synchronizing work
schedules could be hazardous to that couple's
economic health.
I have a better idea:
Have the wife set her
alaern a little early and
wake her husband after
he is already a few hours
into a deep sleep. She can
start off her day with a
bang, and he can see how
ready for romance he is
in the middle of the night.
Or they can alternate.
And after alternating a
few times, maybe they
will both be so tired they
will decide to save it all
up for the weekend.

By Abigail Von Buren
WIFE OF A NIGHTSHIFTER
•••
Do you have questions
about sex, love, drugs
and the pain of growing
up? Get Abby's new
booklet: "What Every
Teen-Ager Ought to
Know." Send $2 and a
long, stamped (37 cents),
self-addressed" envelope
to: Abby, Teen Booklet,
P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

the king, that "Herod
wants you killed."
But he shot right back
with utter calm, to return
-and tell that fox," that
the work continues until it
is done, however hard the
knocks.
He was sometimes called "the Nazarene," an
allusion pointing home,
but he kept adrift in a province ablaze, beneath the
heel of Rome.
To his men he said "I
send you out," as the
sheep among the wolves;
be as wise and canny as
serpents are wise, and
"innocents as doves."
But."beware," he said,
you'll meet abuse, be accused, denounced,
betrayed, and delivered
up to the councils and
kings. Confront them,
unafraid.
To assembled people he
advised, as he sat upon a
knoll, do not fear the
killers of bodily flesh, but
"those who kill the soul."
So the first are last, the
last are first, and by clutching life it's downed; it's
a paradox that he constantly stressed: By losing life it's found.
Be not anxious over
livelihood, or for getting
all one can. He asked just
who by such worry could
add, -one cubit to his
span?"

For this "life is more
than food and clothes,"
and the wages you bring
in; just regard the lilies
and birds in their grace.
"They neither toil nor
spin."
He unleashed a question burning long, for it
smolders like a coal: Is
there profit to man "if he
gains the whole world,"
but "loses his own soul?"
As for judging, don't,
lest you be judged, and
forgive, do not condemn.
As you would that others
would do unto you, do also
unto them.
You have heard it said
to love your friends, and
to hate those you oppose,
but a novel twist was inserted by him, to also
love your foes.
At his robe some little
children tugged, and
disciples bade them
"shoo." But he drew
them near and with blessings and cheer, he called
them heaven's crew.
To receive that bountiful estate, to be wholly
reconciled, he explained
the need of receiving with
trust, exactly "like a
child."
Who "receives this
child" receives -me"too,
and the one "I" represent, and the person least
"among you all," reflects
the greater bent.
Icor the kingdom's like
a tiny seed, that is sown
in human clay, to become
a mighty and sheltering
tree, when time has gone
away.
An, affluent merchant
clad in silk, came inquiring "How be saved?" But
when told to give what he
owned to the poor,--Mwent away dismayed. -'
For as Jesus saw, that
heart demurred, and
divided hearts don't hold,
for you can't serve multiple masters or aims.
"You can't serve God and

well, condemned for my
name's sake."
At a synagogue address
one day, some relations
raised a din, but he stretched his hands and said
doing God's will, denoted
his blood and kin.
Only -knock" and
doors will open wide, and
by asking you'll receive,
of the mighty love that
encompasses those, who
heartily believe.
On a misty, .high and
secret peak, his men with
fear were seized, for he
glowed transformed and
a voice intoned,"Beloved
Son ... I'm pleased."
On their boat at sea a
tempest struck, and his
men screamed out
"Alas!" But awakened,
Jesus commanded "Be
still!" The sea turned
smooth as glass. ,
And some parents
brought a stricken boy,
immobile, pale as chalk,
but their faith he saw and
aroused the young man.
"Take up your bed and
walk."
A lieutenant pled unworthiness, but "my servant's paralyzed," to
which Jesus answered
"as you have believed,"
your man's revitalized.
"And behold, a leper
came and knelt," and implored, "I will be clean."
Then Jesus stretched out
his hand to the man,
restoring healthy mien.
For a multitude around
all day, having nothing to
eat was rough; so he split
five loaves and a couple
of fish. The thousands
had enough.
Be at "peace," "take
heart," have "cheer," he
taught, -who has ears to
hear" should hear. To his
men aghast when he
walked on the sea, he
soothed "it's I ... Don't
fear."
But at length a certain
day arrived, and he sensed the time had come,
An afflicted woman and despite the warnings
touched his robe, and he settled his course, his
before him trembling fell, goal, Jerusalem.
and he told her
On the road he met
-Daughter," depart and some sobbing friends, at
have peace. "Your faith a death in deep dejection,
has made you well."
but he summoned
In the waning day he Lazarus out of the tomb,
went apart, with his men for "I'm the resurrecto first confide, that tion."
they'd go up to Jerusalem
The event evoked a
soon, where he'd be jolting stir, in the city's
crucified.
very sight, and as Jesus
They protested stoutly, stood on Jerusalem's
stunned, disturbed, and edge, the people watched,
assumed some dense uptight.
mistake. But he told them
TOMORROW: The enbluntly they'd suffer as try.
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Churches will
have school

•

The 1982 Cooperative
Vacation Church School-,
sponsored by First Christian and First
Presbyterian Churches
with St. John's Episcopal
Church participating,
will be June 1-5.
Sessions will be from 9
tc, 11:30 a.m. at First
Presbyterian Church,
1601 Main St. Mrs.
Charles Miller will be
director with classes for
four year olds through
sixth grade.
To help in planning for
materials, parents are
asked to register their
children as soon as possible, Miller said. A
nursery will be available
for children of teachers,
leaders and helpers.
Starts April I it For limited Time
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Adams honored
for past services
John W. Adams, who
recently was succeeded
as chairman of the Murray State University
Veterinary Diagnostic
and Research Center
Citizens Advisory Council, has been recognized
for his outstanding service to the institution.
Adams, chairman of
the council since 1977,
recently was succeeded
by Dr. Jenks Britt,
veterinarian from
Russellville. Adams was
honored with a plaque
presented by Dr. Constantine W. Curris, Murray State president.
"John Adams served
the diagnostic laboratory
with distinction and we at
Murray State are
grateful for his willingness to take the time
from his busy schedule to
make such a significant
contribution," said Dr.
Curris.
Adams is executive
director of the ninecounty •Pennyrile Area
Development District
and has been its only
director since the agency
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--w-11.Articles for Sale

BECOME A TANK
CREW MEMBER:GET
A
2000 BONUS.
S73weekend and up. Call
442-8284(Paducah).
Army Reserve. Be all
you can be.
BECOME A TANK
CREW MEMBER:
GET UP TO $4000 IN
COLLEGE BENEFITS.
$73weekend and up. Call
442-8284(Paducah).
Army Reserve. Be all
you can be.
DIRECTOR OF NURSING POSITION
Available for a Kentucky license registered
nurse for a 100 bed
skilled and intermediate care facility. Salary
commenceriate with
experience. Excellent
benefits available.
Persons interested
should call for an
appointment at 247-0200.
Immediate position
available for Ky. licensed registered nurse, as
Director of Nursing
Service , of 100 bed
Intermediate Care
Facility in Paducah
Ky. Competitive salary
offered and excellent
fringe benefits. An
Equal Opportunity
Employer. Send resume
with photo ,2 letters of
referance from former
employers or pro
essional persons to Box
1137 Paducah Ky.
Jobs Overseas Big
Money Fast. $20000 to
$50000 plus per year.
Call 1-716-842-6000. Ext.
1705. Mechanic experienced
with diesel trucks and
heavy equipment. Some
welding experience
necessary. Must have
own tools. See Larry
Kemp at Everitt Lumber Co. Hwy 68W Cadiz
Ky.
Nurses needed , RN or
LPN. Applicatons are
being accepted for full
time or part time, have
positions available for
any shift. Excellent
salary and benefits.
Apply in person or call
Care Inn 502-247-0200.
OUR TOUGHEST JOBS
ARE WORTH UP TO
$4000 IN COLLEGE
BENEFITS.
S73weekend and up. Call
442-8284(Paducah).
Army Reserve. Be all
you can be.
OUR TOUGHEST JOBS
COME WITH A $2000
B
US. $73weekend
and up. Call
442 F 8284(Paducah).
Army Reserve. Be all
you can be.
Sixty-two year old man
wants companion about
same age. I am 5ft. 10in.
tall , weigh 175Ibs. Like
camping and the out of
doors. Would like
someone at about the
same heigth. and 140Ibs.
Fair looking. I live in
the New Concord area.
Call or write to: CR Box
213 New Concord , Ky.
436-2611 mornings. Enclose picture. Ask for
Vic.
Someone to live in home
and care for elderly
man. 901-247-3372 or
901-217-5113 after
5:30p.m.

24. Miscellaneous

Tillers Shp Briggs and Formal Gown never
Straton engine chain been worn. Size 9
drive. $269.99 Wallen 860.0ne cassette tape
player $20 Call 759 4805.
Hardware Paris.
Two maple end tables One pony cart and
and two lamps. Call harness. Go-cart , 1 hp
Ste Rite well pump
753-78.67.
We buy and sell used air Sump.pump ,Sub soiler
conditioners. Call_13- Super 8 movie camera
lent .2 wrought iron
9104.
lawn chairs , topper for
LWB truck. Call 75316. Home Furnishings
7791.
Couch and chair excellent condition $175.
Ladies formals size 7-8.
DIAMOND
Call 759-4106 after 5:30.
$19.00 each set on
17. Vacuum Cleaners

your charm or Pendant. No Gimmicks!
Leo's Immediate
Jewelry Repair
404 N. 12th
7 0-usn,self

Olyaspta
Ono with nue
Sewer Pew
Neoele. -

ELECTROLUX
Need two good
people in Murray
to service and sell
this equipment.
Please call Mr.
Hodge at
502/443-6460.
EOE

propelled mowers , garden
tillers , 8hp motor and
1 lhp motor for lawn
mower. Pant suits and
dresses from 10 to 16.
Call 489 2166.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Mixed
hardwoods 18in.-24in.
available. $27.50 a --rick
delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753-8536.
Table model variable
speed 4Vin. drill practically new. Will sell for
$40. Can be seen at Jean
Green's at 313 S. 13th St.
from 8-8.
These items are new:
Hope Chest $80. , Gun
Rack (holds 4 guns)
$70. , 12 hole Martin
Boxes , Doghouses. See
at 1624 Olive or phone
753-1712 after 5p.m.
Tobacco sticks 13 cents.
Call 345-2861.
25. Business Services
HODGES TAX SERVICE. The Income Tax
Specialist 1104 Pogue

Murray ,Ky. Call 7591415.
19. Farm Equipment
13ft. Disc, 200 gal. spray
rig , wick bar applica
tor..436 2438.
265 Massey Ferguson
diesel 360 hours .6 row
cultivator , 10ft, wheel
disc , 4-14in. plows. 4892110.
Super C Farmall: New
motor new paint 12 bolt
system. $1875. Call 4354596 or 435-4351 after
4p.m.

21. Mobile Home Sales
12x60 Partially furnished , underpinning
and air condition included. Call after 5p.m.
759-1776.
For sale 1974 12x40 2.5
miles from MSU campus. Set up , underpinned , ready to move
into. $2990. Call 759-1253
after 5p.m.
21. Mobile Home Rentals

32. Apts. For Rent

43. Real Estate

1 bedroom furnished
garage apartment
1
block from campus. No
pets. Call 753 1203. $150.
per month.
Apartments near university. Call 753-6114
after6p.m.
Basement apartment
for rent. One bedroom
outside entrance nice
and clean , reasonable
rent Call 753 1739.
Duplex apartment for
rent in Westwood. 2 BR
nice bath , central heat
and air ,stove and
garbage disposal furnished. Call 753-5400.
Duplex for rent. 2
bedroom , all kitchen
appliances ,central heat
and air , fully carpeted.
753-8146 days , 753 2437
nights.
Nice 1 bedroom furnished apartment. Call
753-3949One and 2 bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. Call 7534109 or 436-2844.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments for rent.
Call 753-3530 The
Embassy Apts.

CAR STEREOS

753-4000
Or

489-2266

Realtors
Village 641 North
Murray, Ky.
p.

Owner will assist you
with financing! A
cheerful center for
everyday family living.
No dodging furniture in
these three bedrooms.
33. Rooms for Rent
Practical step saver
One block from un- kitchen for the home
iversity. Call 753-6933 or slaver. Built to FHA
specifications. Make
753-1812.
the first step to better
One block from MSU.
living. Dial 753-1492
Living room , kitchen
and laundry facilities. Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Boys only. $60. deposit Realtors.
560 per month. 759-4538.
34. Houses for Rent
Four bedroom 2 bath
very large home. Lots
of room for everything.
In country $250. a
month. Call Spann
Realty Associates today
753-7724.
Four bedroom furnished house. One block
from University. Call
753-8250 after 4 PM.
One uedroom house in
Lake Way Shores. Call
753-6123.
Three bedroom double
garage. New furniture
newly decorated. Large
garden spot. Off Hwy
121 and Airport Rd.
753-5209.
Three bedroom bath
and half ,living room
dining room, den and a
double car garage. Also
stove and refrigerator
furnished. Rent is $400.
plus last month in
advance. No pets. May
be seen anytime Sat.
April 3rd or phone
753-5717.
Two bedroom house 407
S. 11th St. .5160. per
month. Possession
immediately. Call 7531737.

12 x 60 Two bedroom
furnished ,all electric
washer and dryer , air
conditioner ,private.
Call 753-4091.
12x65 Trailer for rent
with option to buy.
by Pioneer Sony and
759-1987.
Marontz Expert inNice 2 bedroom trailer
stallation and service.
near Murray. No pets.
Call 489-2611.
35. Farms for Rent
Three bedroom mobile Farm house for rent.
home for rent at Keniana Garden plot and garage
Shores. $130 per month. available. Quiet setting
222 S. 12th
Call 436-5364.
spring in yard, near city
753-5865
Two 2 bedroom fur- limits. $225. month. Call
nished or unfurnished 753-8096.
mobile homes. New
furniture and carpet 41. Public Sale
REPOSSESSED
air condition. Rent
585. 5150. Shady Oaks. Fairground Flea
ORGAN
Market. Murray753-5209.
Callowa y Co.
One half already paid
Two bedroom trailer Fairgrounds. Opening
balance due or monwith washer and dryer dates April 2-3-4 .1982.
$150. month ,plus de- Phone days-753-4669
thly payments.
posit and references. nights 753-4570.
CLAYTON'S
153-4502_
753-7575
two bedroom +1=6079. Situation Wanted
:•- 43. Real Estate
Brandi's Tr. *Pk. 753
Will brake and disc
If you've been con8/11.
sidering purchasing
gardens. Call 753-5463 or CAR STEREO Pioneer
753-0144.
real estate , give us a
Kenwood ,Marantl 30. Business Rentals
call at 753-1222. The
Will do extensive yard Mitsubishi , Sanyo. ProFive car clean-up shop Kopperud Realty Staff
work ,mow lawns fessional installation.
painting,clean Sunset Boulevard Music With office ,gas heat. of experienced Realtors
Contact Howard Bran- can make home hunting
basements ,odd jobs. Dixieland Center
don 753-4389.
a pleasant experience
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
References. 753-6494.
for you. We currently
have an excellent
selection of quality
Mini
Color 25 inch TV, Only
Is
homeveR price ranges.
13. For Sale or Trade
Warehouse
25.00 per month.
Let us go to work for
Storage
Space
Trade.
For sale or
New warranty.
you by phoning 753-1222
House and 11 acres.
For Rent
anytime.
CLAYTON'S
East of Almo Heights.
753-4758
,
753-7575
Call 759-1789.
22. Musical

90 acre form in
Coldwater with
elder home. 70 tendable acres, 40
bottom and 30 in
hillside. Burley and
air cured tobacco
base. Call Bob
Haley at

FOR SALE
LARGE
COMMERCIAL
BUILDING
8000 square foot
concrete block
building in like
new condition.
Central heat and
air, loading dock,
front display
showroom area,
offices, and large
warehouse area.
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty
for all details.
THE HEART OF
MURRAY
Yes , live conveniently
close to everything in
this brick 3 bedroom
home-ready to move in.
Spacious rooms plus
separate dining room.
This well kept home has
all you need including
garage and lots of
storage area. uwbelievably priced at
only $29000. Call Spann
Realty, Associates today
753 7724. -

WORLD OF
SOUND

14. Want to Buy
24. Miscellaneous

Stamp and Coin collection or accumulation. Aloe Vera liquid $9.
Call after 3p.m. quart ,$27. gallon. Gene
& Jo's 705 S. 4th
767-4169.
753-4320. Makes you feel
good! Also other Aloe
15. Articles for Sale
Vera products include
shampoo ,make-up
5hp Tiller. Call 753-6123.
body lotion , soap ,and
Bake and broil range bath oil.
elements ,dryer belts Chain drive Shp
Master
all makes. Rowland Tilt tiller. Regular
Refrigeration Sales and $379.95 on
sale $329.95.
Service. 753-2825.
Lombard gas trimmer
Encyclopedias reduced with blade. Regular
price in perfect condi- $189.95 on sale for
tion. 753-7635 after $169.95. Stokes Tractor
5p.m.
Industrial Rd.
Martin houses 6 room Datsun fork lift 30001b.
$74.99, 12 room 536.99. 18 lift ,tube tires in good
room $49.99 ,24 room condition. Can be seen
$59 . 99 . Wallen at Joe Smith Carpet
Hardware Paris.
Center or call 753-6660.

32. Apts. For Rent

Now teasing

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
1. 2 & 3 bedroom silts from
$165.00 per mo. Hadicaspa nit Newly coostricted
central beat ad air,
carpeted. kilckes appliaoces °tilos Hours Moo.Fr: 9:00-12:08 Nut
Northwood Or.
'Wray; Ky.
502 159-19S4
•
foal Hoislog Opportaity

Penton 8 Thermion
leseranco
Real Estate
Southside CooirW64.
Murray, Kentucky
713-4451

Strout.
Rork
WOW..

me

Office Coast to Coast
Boyers free Everywhere
Reliable Servke Since 1100
1112 Coldwater Read
Murray, Kentecky 42071
(SIP /51-0116
Myths,
.101 L. KENNON
broker
liceased 8 Beaded

46. Homes for Sale

IC Used Cars

3 bedroom brick house
Carpet throughout ,2
baths ,large living
room and den 2 car
garage with large storage room. Call 489 2145
or 753-2493.
Assumable , like new, 2
year old home. Fenced
in yard , garage heat
pump plus extras. Call.
owner 753-8469 or
SHROAT WALDROP
759-1707.
House for sale by
owner. 6 rooms and
bath ,built-in garage.
Completely furnished.
1st class. Priced $35000.
759 4702.
Nice older home in
Hazel $5000. down 9 /
1
2
percent interest. $20000
by owner. 492-8564.
On the lake in Pine
Bluff. 2 bedroom with
garage and dock. $.17
500. 436-2102.
Owner -transferred 3
bedroom, 2 bath , Fisher
stove , low utility .13
percent mortgage. $41
000. Ben de field Subd.
489-2881.
Three bedroom home on
Hwy 9/. Formal dining
room , living room , den
large game room.
Private setting and
convenient location.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY 753-1222.
Three bedroom brick
home. 8 1/2 percent
assumable mortgage
near University. 2 bath
formal dining room
central gas heat
fireplace insert. Single
car garage. Call 7538182 or 753-7947.
Two story frame house
on 1 acre lot. 2 storage
buildings and '/12 basement. Wood and electric
heat. $28000. Located in
Kirksey. 489-2276.

1972 Chevrolet , Caprice
Runs good 5450. Call
753-8572.
1972 Chevrolet 2 door
hardtop. Clean , excellent mechanic condi
hon. $695. 1803 College
Farm Road.
1973 Baracuda. Call
767 2722. Best offer.
1973 Monte Carlo 350cu.
In. engine , automatic
transmission , air con
dition. 753'5867.
1974 Buick Century
Luxus. 2 door ,automatic ,power steering'
power brakes ,air
cruise . 77000 miles.
$1450. 753-8124.

Well built 7 room, 1 1/2
bath home on quiet dead
end street. In good
neighborhood , must
sell. $34500. Call 7530953 after 5p.m.. .
•
47. Motorcycles
1977 Honda GL1000.
753-7338 after 1p.m
1978 Yamaha 400 XS
low milage , like new.
Call 753-4548.
1979 Honda XL 185-S for
sale. Good condition.
Phone 489-2153

1981 Pontiac Bonneville Coupe. Loaded. One Owner Local
Car. 11,000 miles.

PURDOMS
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac
1406W. Main
753-5315
1976 Chevrolet Impala.
Air ,power steering and
brakes. 1977 1/2 ton
pickup. Power steering
and brakes. Both
vehicles are in good
condition. I bought
them both new-one owner. Call 435-4372 after
5p.m.
1977 Chrysler Station
wagon ,9 passenger
Power windows
brakes ,steering.
AMFM tape ,light gold
color ,excellent condition , 67000 miles. $2700.
Call 753-4136.
1979 Toyota Celica , GT
Liftback , 5 speed
Power steering , Air
sport wheels excellent
condition. $5195. Call
753-7217 after 5:30 pm.
1980 Mu.stang. 14500
miles , AM FM Pioneer
cassette player. Call
767-2689
71 LeMans convertible
automatic ,air ,all
power. New $800 stereo
ni a g wheels; 66
Mustang , coupe , automatic , runs good extra
clean on inside, needs a
little body work; 69
Eldorado , low mileage
clean, loaded. Priced to
sell private party. After
6:00 753-3277; day 7537575.

1979 Yamaha 400 .4200
miles excellent condition.
Call 753-1905.
GOVERNMENT SURSuzuki 125 Enduro. PLUS CARS AND
Perfect for both com- 'TRUCKS many sold
muting and trail riding. through local sales
Dual range transmis- under $300. Call 1-714sion. Well maintained. 569-0211 for your direcExcellent condition. tory on how to purMany extras. $395. 753- chase. Open 24 hours.8115 evenings
SO. Used Trucks
weekends.
Two practically unused 1972 Chevrolet pickup
Honda's. 125 -XL truck. 350 automatic.
250-XL. Street or trail. $1500. Call 746244 after
See at Uncle.-Jeff'sSporting Goods.
1975 Chevy 4x4. Complete paint job inside
41.)4vie Services
and out. Complete reImport Auto Selvage built motor. Call 753selling new and used 9/10 after 6p,m.
parts. Open Mon. Sat. 1975 Dodge pickup. 318
8-5. 10 percent off with engine ,automatic
this ad. 474-2325.
power steering-power
brakes ,air 5 8 0 0 0
miles. 753-8124.
49. Used Cars
1978 Ford Ranger Super
1976 earner°, Runs like Cab. $2900. Call after
new , new tires ,sharp 6p.m. 753 3832.
350, automatic ,tilt ,air. 1979 Jeep CJ 7 , Excellent condition. Call 753Cali 753-7701.
1905 after 5:30pm.

St. Campers

-

53. Services Offered

Motor homes for sale. 13 FLOOR SANDING and
to choose from includ finishing. Stained floors
ing 5 GMC Also 2 travel a speciality. Dodeau
trailers. 1 Air Stream Floor Co Call 354-6127.
31ft. 1978 model almost Fence sales at Sears
new kept in garage. now Call Sears 753 2310
Contact Howard Bran for free estimate for
don 753 4389.
your needs.
Free estimates. All
52. Boats-Motors
your electrical .plumb
14ft. Polar Craft fishing ing , well pumps , heatboat 18hp Evinrude. ing , air conditioning
Minni Kota trolling painting and insulating
motor ,2 batteries needs. Call 753 9673.
Lowrance depth finder GENERAL HOME
many more extras. Call REPAIR. 15 years ex
753-0156 after 6:15p.m. perience. Carpentry
or 753 5273 days. Ask for concrete ,plumbing
Ron.
roofing sliding. NO
1979 Venture fish and JOB TO SMALL. Free
ski .1919 Mariner 90hp. estimates. Days 474Good shape. Call 759, 2359 nights 474 2276.
1967 after 5p.m.
23ft. Riveria Cruiser all
ummum
my
aluminum pontoon.
siding and Aluminum
50hp Evinrude motor.
trim for all houses. I
$3000. or best offer. Call
stops painting.
436 5364.
Jack Glover
Dock space available
for pontoon boats.
Cypress Springs Resort
436-5496.
G uttering by Sears.
Want to buy 16ft. Sears continuous gutaluminum bass boat. ters installed for your
40 60hp well equipped specifications. Call
good condition. Call Sears" 753 2310 for free
Larry Marrs 762 6802 estimate.
days 136-2591 evenings.
K & K STUMP REMO
VAL. Do you need
53. Services Offered
stumps removed from
30 years Carpentry your yard or land
experience. Barns cleared of stumps? We
houses ,garages. AlsO can remove stumps up
additions on houses and to 24 inches below the
trailers. Repairs and ground leaving only
remodel. 436 2253 after sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates. Bob
5p.m.
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
Alaimo Servo Co.
Licensed electrician for
residential and corn
Amine ail vioyl
mercial. Heating and
coslom trim work.
air condition gas in
!Ounces. Call Mill EI
stallation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.
153-8631.
Make the best of a bad
situation and save
Asphalt driveways and
money. Been window
parking lots sealed by
shopping and seen new
Sears. For free escar pi-ices? Keep your timates call 753-2310. ----- .
car and imagine a neiv Can you account for interior. Tell us what
your household goods in you want_ Will make
case of fire ,theft ,or your car as nice as any
natural disaster? If not new ,pne. Bill's Upcall Insurance Photog- holstery behind DQ.
raphy between 753-8085,
6p.m.-9p.m. Mon.-Fri.
at 753-4988.
Carpet and window
cleaning. Sat sfact ion
guaranteed
Steve
Hobbs 753-3317.
second opi-

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

FREE ESTIMATES
On all your electrical
umbing well pumps
and pointing needs.
Coll 753-9673 NOW!
Concrete , block ,brick.
21 years experience. No
job to large or small.
Free estimates Call
753-5476.
Countryside Nursery is
giving free estimates
for mowing and trim-.
m ing lawns during-upcoming season. We
have all equipment
necessary to professionally manicure
your lawn. We guarantee a beautiful yard.
Call 753-3188.
Do you need your
carpets cleaned? Find
out how inexpensive it
can be done , with deep
steam cleaning. Call
Jeff 753-0015.
-RepairS.
Free estimates. Licensed electrician , heating
and air conditioning.
435 4397.

Need a
nion? Local
references. Call Hugh
Outland. 759-1718 or
753-8076.

P & D Lawn Service. We
are now giving estimates on lawn mci'wing Service and small
tree service. Call 4362997 or 436-2315.
Professional painting
paperhanging • com
mercial ,residential
interior-exterior ,farm
buildings,. , estimates.
Tremon Farris 759,1987
Sammy Tidwell Painting and Contracting.
Experienced' ingrior
and exterior painting.
Free estimates. Calf
753-4686 or 753-0487.
Wet basement? We
make wet basements
dry., work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write: Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2 Box
409 A Paducah Ky.
42001 or call 442 7026.
Will sharpen hand saws
chain saws and skill
saws. Call 753-4656.

44. Lotsfor Sale
Beautiful lake lots for
sale. Call 489-2153.
46. Homes for Sale

(gip This Ad from The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Watch spring burst out
all over from this bright
kitchen and have an
atmosphere of restfulness in the four bedrooms. Little ones skip
to Carter School in two
minutes from here. Dial
us (753-1492) for liberal
financing terms and
details...30's....Century
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors has this new listing.

Taxi Cab Service
6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/7S3-5352

Murray
Police Dept.
753-1621
Emergencies
911
Calloway
County
Sheriff
753-3151

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
225 L.P. Maier St.(Aams hoe Ca•mosey(sow)
Specializing In Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo,Shave and Haircut $2.75
Opole Flours
Mon., Tees., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
7:30-2:30 • 753-3685

Aluminum
Service
Quality Service
Company
Aleminem end Vinyl
Custoin trim
work. References.
Cal Wia Ed 1011
.
1,
753-0689.

Heating and Air Con
ditioninq Soles, Soles
and Service. Modern
Sheet Metal A Service
Departments

753-9290

One

J.C. & C Sheeting
Industrial, Commercial
and Residential Sheeting
We patois Siding
(old or sew beildioq)
We .
repair Siding

(If possible)
We also put on galvanized and &eminent

-reefs.-

753-0329 after S p.m.

bedroom apartment. Living room
kitchen ,furnished.
Near downtown. Call
753-9251 or 753-5411.
Two bedroom duplex in
Northwood. Central
heat and air ,carpeted
refrigerator ,stove
dishwasher ,disposal
with washer and dryer
hookup. Carport and
patio ,$200 deposit t'45
per month Days 753
7972 nights 753 3018.
Two. bed-room dv-pien
central heat and air
hookup for washer and
dryer ,Couples
prefered $195 Call
753 9741

KELLEY'S TERMITE &
PEST CONTROL,INC.
Inured For Your Protection
Roach I Insect Control
Yard, Tree I Shrubbery Treatment

9
taeux
•••11••••••

TERMITE CONTROL
HOME OWNED&
OPERATED
SERVING THE AREA SINCE 1947
You MUST SE SATISFIED

(hat

753-3914
100$. 13TH ST.. MURRAY. KY

RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

Carrier

Rust Signs
Murals
Truck

Lettering
Cold Leaf
All Types-ofSign Work

1534113

AMA Mani

camon a CUSTOM
111101111111111111IIIIII

KEY
AUTO PARTS
Hwy. 121 See*
Murray, Ky.
Now mod Used Mho
Parts, Batteries,

This, Wheel Cows,
Mt.Accessories.

-

1
• --or
-

.411V.-Anp

4•11.

-
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I echoes from the past

OBITUARIES

David Wayne Rudolph dies

t.

David Wayne Rudolph,
24 , Rt. 1. De&ter,
Palestine community,
died Sunday at 9:15 a.m.
at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. He had been
hospitalized after being

ter; grandparents, Frank
Parrish, Rt. 1, Dexter,
and Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Cothran, Arlington,
Texas.
Also surviving are a
sister, Cindy Williams,
Rt' 2; a brother, Ricky
Joe Rudolph, Rt. 1, Dexter; two nieces, Amanda
Rudolph and Danielle
Williams.
Services will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Palestine
United Methodist Church.
The Rev. Paul Bogard
and the Rev. Don
Faulkner will officiate.
Music will be by Warren
Singers.
Burial will follow in
Palestine Cemetery.
In charge of arDavid W. Rudolph
rangements is BlalockColeman Funeral Home
injured in a one-car acciwhere friends may call.
dent March 27 on
Highway 94, 442 miles
west of Murray.
The deceased was a
1976 graduate of
Calloway County High
School and a member of
Palestine United
Methodist Church. Born
Mike Heath, 80, Fox
Sept. 8, 1957, in Peoria, Meadows, died Sunday at
Ill., he was the sun at.loe- -3:40- a.m. at WestVie*
Rudolph and Delores Nursing Home. His wife,
Jean Cothran. who sur- Lucille Cain Heath, died
vive.
Nov. 25, 1978.
Mr. Rudolph served
He is survived by a
three years with United
Cynthia Klose,
daughter,
States Marine Corps at
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.;
Camp Lejeune, N. C. He
two sons, Glen Heath and
received his discharge
Larry Heath, Detroit;
Sept. 17, 1981, and had
grandchildren.
four
been self-employed as an
Also
surviving are two
automobile-body repairsisters, A udie Vinson,
man.
Survivors include his Dover, Tenn., and Evelyn
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Outland; Collinsville, Ill.;
Joe Rudolph, Rt. 1, Dex- a brother, Camel! Heath,
Rt. 5.
Max Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of
arrangements.

Mike Heath
dies Sunday
at Westview

• Murrayan's
mother dies;
rites today

Services for Mrs. Dixie
Ann Trotter were today
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
McEvoy Funeral Home,
Paris, Tenn. Burial was
in Maplewood Cemetery
there.
Mrs. Trotter, 92, widow
of Oda Tilden Trotter,
died Friday at Henry
County General Hospital,
Paris.
Survivors include two
daughters. Lucile Houlee,
Paris. and Mrs. Bob Baxter, Union City, Tenn.;
two sons, Robert Trotter,
Murray, and John W.
Trotter, Waldorf, Md.

Stock market
Industrial Average
Air Products
Amencan Motors "
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford
GAF
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Hermann
I it11
Jenco
Kmart
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
L' S robacco
Wendy's
C E F Fund

34% +
3% sae
Wff. +%
-%
4% ow
35 one
21% -%
14% ant
34% -%
41% -vs
10%
31 -%
21%
32% inc
374 +
41% -%
21%13 20% A
11% unc
41% +
31% -%
,. 46% -Vs
11 +%
14.11

by judy moupin

Letter received about cemetery
Last week I had a letter
from Meredith Rogers,
concerning an old
cemetery in which he has
ancestors buried. He
wrote:
"I want to make you
aware of a family
cemetery near the
Calloway/Graves county
line which is not included
in your book, or, the
Graves County counterpart. This cemetery is
located at the former
Swann community and
was used by the Gupton
family, with the last
burial in 1936. It is southsouthwest of Howard's
Store, and approximately
142 miles north-northwest
of Lassiter Cemetery No.
5. The cemetery is directly beside the road.
"I also enclose a family
group sheet listing those
buried there. James T.
and Missouri Gupton are
my great-grandparents.
If you want more information; you might
contact my father, Taz
Rogers...
"I guess I am asking
you to include this
cemetery with your
records. Tibere is' a second printing of your
book or other opportunity
to make this cemetery
known to future generations, please include this

information."
I made an attempt to
find the cemetery, but
evidently did not drive
far enough down the road
indicated on the map,
stopping at the old Bethel
church, since I realized
that I was in Graves
County. Today I called
Mr. Taz Rogers to inquire
further about the
cemetery. He told me
that it was indeed in
Graves County, about
half a mile further on
down the road.
However,since the people buried there have connections in this county, I
am including the information in this column
for those who would like
to add it to the Calloway
County cemetery book. I
will be glad to do the
same with any other
cemetery which I hear
about in the future.
James T. Gupton and
his wife Missouri Amazon
Anderson Gupton are
buried within a concrete
retaining wall, but there
are no tombstones.
James was born in 1849.
and died March 10, 1018.
Missouri Gupton was
born in 1846 and died Dec.
19, 1936. Her obituary,
which Mr. Rogers sent
along, is included in this

column.
on Monday, December 19,
Children of James and at the home of her son,
Missouri were: George G.B. Gupton, near ColB., November 7, 1871 - dwater. 'Grandma' had
August 1957, married been seriously ill of
Allie Guynon, both buried pneumonia for eight
at West Fork; Hattie _ days.
"She is survived by a
Leslie Gupton, August 8,
1874 - January 7, 1930," daughter, Mrs. Lon Snow,
married Spencer Boyd near Penny; two sons,
Hackett, both buried at G.B. Gupton, FarmSinking Springs; Nettie ington, and Aley Gupton,
Gupton, October 6, 1876 x- Murray. She also had five
December 6, 1944, mar- deceased children; Mrs.
ried Lon H. Snow, both Hattie Hackett, Mrs.
buried at Antioch; Edd Rubie Garrison, Miss
Gupton, January 20, 1879 Mayme and Miss Minnie
- October 7, 1879, buried Gupton,and Ed Gupton.
"Mrs. Gupton also is
in the Swan Cemetery;
Minnie Gupton, Sept. 1, survived by 15 grand1882 - October 2, 1883, children and 19 great
buried in the Swann grandchildren. The
Cemetery. Her twin, funeral was held by J.B.
Mayme, September 1, Swann and J.H. Churchill
1882 - November 29, at the home of G.B. Gup1892, also is buried in the ton, and the burial was in
Swann Cemetery, as is the family cemetery at
Rubie Gupton, wife of Er- Swann."
vin Garrison, March 14,
1887 - March 26, 1908.
Allie Gupton, youngest
Market News Service April 1,
child, August 25, 1892 - Federal-State
Ike
1974, married Ethel Gar- Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
laclades 4 Baying Station'
rison Wyatt, and they Report
Receipts Act ISM Est 661 Barrows & Gills
both are buried in the 54.77 higher Sows steady to utstaeces I,N
Lassiter Cemetery on the higher
$11114151
US I-2210-341 lbs
$54114111
state line road..
. US 1 201-21111bs
151.51531.01
US 2 21145116s
Missouri Gupton's US 2-3 231471 the
541.5441,51
obituary, as it was pinted Sows
$43114511
1-2 V11451 lb'
in the Ledger/Times in US
$44.1S-47.N
US 14311.41154.
1936, reads: "Mrs. US 1-34584111M
$47.10-51.11
151.11142.11
501451101
1-3
US
Missouri'Grandma'Gup- US 2-3 3/84111be
143.1144.01
ton, died at the age of 90 Boors 37.1141.11

Hog market

A GRATE CATCH - This unknown angler kept his
fishing patience in practice during cold weather by
dropping a line through a drainage grate - the
closest thing to a pond he could find.
AP Laserphoto

Buy a new Case 1190,
1290,1390, 1490, 1690
(43* to Eirt* pto hp32 to 67 kW)

...get a check
from Case for
Buy a new Case
2090 or 2290
(108/129 pto hp*80/96 kW)

...get a check
from Case for
Buy a new Case
2390 or 2590
(160/180 pto hp*119/134 kW)

...get a check
from Case for
Buy a new Case
4490,4690,4890
(210/261/300 Qng. hp**
456/194/22310N)
.get a check
from Case for
'01hcsal lest -Mfrs Eat

...or choose this optional combination
...plus a check from Case

Split rate financing...

10Y115%

A.P.R. finance charges
for the first 11 months

...on purchase of any
new Case farm tractor
With Case split rate financing,
an Annual Percentage Rate
(APR.)of 10% will be applied
for the first eleven months of
the contract. On the remainder
of the contract, the A.P.R. will
be 15%. Purchase must be
financed through J I Case
Credit Corporation.

Chorus:
Medium Low Heel
Cushion Sole
Beige Ombre(Shown)
Navy
Black
Sizes 5V2-10(N-M-W)

A.P.R.finance charges for the
balance of your contract

Example or 10%15% A.P R split rate financing
on purchase of new Case farm tractor:
Cash price ot tractor
Down payment - cash and/Or tracie-iri
Amount financed
,ltlurriber of payments
Payment at 8th month
PLyrnent at 20th month
Payment at 32nd month

147.500 00-•
14.250 00
133.2501:X3
three
112.952 21
13,674 43
13,674 43

140,301 07
Total ot payments
Finance charge -$7001 07
••'Sales tax as applicable
insurance ct,arges not .nc k.soled
km Itys example, the coMpoSrte ANNUAL PERCENTAGE
RATE Jr the target, or the inntraci ts 12.40%.

$1000
for
1190,1290
1390,1490
or 1690

$300I$3500

for .-

2390
or
2590

2090
or
2290

.4490
f)
4690
or 4890

Important: If you buy any new Case farm tractor listed in this ad.
between March 1 and April 30, 1982 . . . Case will send you a check
for the dollar amount indicated in the offer you choose. The amount
of your check may be applied toward your down payment. NOTE:
Government Agencies/Departments do not qualify for rebates.

Offers valid March 1 thru April 30, 1982

J I Case
Company

Tenneco
Agricultural Equipment Division
700 State Street Racine, WI 53404 U.S.A
A

plus...special factory
selling allowances
to make your trade worth more than ever before

.-

7

n

